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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Quarks and quarkonium
In 1964 quarks were "invented" by Gell-Mann and Zweig. These particles—in those
days considered merely as mathematical entities—are now regarded as true elemen-
tary particles that are the building blocks of particles called hadrons which make
up ordinary matter. The hadrons can be divided into two classes: the baryons,
consisting of three quarks, and the mesons, consisting of a quark and an antiquark.
The mesons are the subject of this thesis. If a meson is built up from a quark and
its own antiquark, we speak of quarkonium.
The quarks occur in six different varieties, called flavours. The sixth flavour-
the top quark—has not been discovered yet, but physicists have good reasons to
believe it does exist. In present (LEP in Geneva, Switzerland) and future (LEP200
and SSC in Texas, USA) colliders the search for the missing quark continues. The
belief that a sixth quark must exist emerges from a set of theories that contains
our present knowledge of fundamental particles and their interactions, called the
Standard Model.
A strange thing about these quarks, apart from their fractional charge (+2/3e,
-1/3e), is their behaviour at very short distances from each other, where their interac-
tion is very weak (asymptotic freedom), and at large distances, where the interaction
is so strong that it is impossible to free a single quark from a hadron (confinement).
The quarks are so to say glued together inside the hadrons.
Although confinement is still a bit mysterious, it has become clear that it has
something to do with another property of quarks, viz. colour. Every flavour occurs
in three colours: red, blue, and yellow. (Note that this is a mathematical property
and not a "real" property: quarks are pointlike particles and hence cannot have real
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colour, which is a macroscopic quantity.) If one has three colours (and three anti-
colours) there are two ways to make "white", or colourless, particles: put together
a red, a blue , and a yellow quark (a baryon), or a red (or a blue, or a yellow)
quark and an antired (or antiblue, or antiyellow) antiquark (a meson). Under the
assumption that we can observe only colourless particles, it is evident that we can't
see free quarks.
The Standard Model prescribes that all fundamental forces act through the ex-
change of particles (so called gauge bosons) and in the case of hadrons these particles
are the gluons and the force is called the strong force. The interaction of coloured
quarks and coloured gluons is described by Quantum Chromo Dynamics (Fritzsch
and Gell-Mann, 1972), or QCD in short ("chromo" means colour). This is a so
called gauge theory, which is a very important kind of theory in modern physics and
will be discussed in Section 1.2.
Despite the strong force the hadrons fall apart very quickly: their mean lifetime
is about 10 -23 secs. If we assume that they move with the speed of light (3 • 108
m/s), then they travel during their life a distance of a few fermi (1 fin = 10 -15 in),
that is, a few times their own size.
Thus QCD is the theory of the strong interactions (see Section 1.3) and in prin-
ciple all static and dynainic properties of hadrons could be calculated. In practice,
however, most computations prove to be too difficult to perform due to the com-
plexity of the theory. That's why we have to look for other methods to describe
the hadrons. One approach is to discretize space-time and to do QCD calculations
with the aid of fast powerful computers: lattice QCD (see Section 1.4). Another
is to leave QCD for what it is and to follow a more empirical approach: what can
we learn about the interquark interaction from the data? The latter method is a
phenomenological one (see Section 1.5) and is the one followed in this thesis.
The Unitarized Meson model of the Nijmegen group tries to describe the prop-
erties of quarkonium (those consisting of light quarks as well as those with heavy
quarks) in a consistent way. Our model is essentially non-relativistic and therefore
heavy quarkonium, that is, charmonium and bottomonium, is particularly suited to
he described by our model and that is where the emphasis lies in this thesis.
Recently, the model has been extended with a one-gluon-exchange potential in
order to describe the P-wave levels next to the S-wave levels in quarkonium (see
Chapter 3). This enables us to calculate the electric dipole radiative transitions.
Some mesons can'decay info another meson while radiating a photon; this process
is called an electromagnetic (or radiative) transition. In Chapter 4 the theoretical
background will be given for these processes and then applied to our (multi-channel)
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model.
Our aim is to extract information from experimentally obtained data by com-
paring these data with the results from our model. A satisfactory agreement gives
an indication of the correctness of the assumptions underlying the model. And this,
in turn, will hint at the correct form of the interaction between (anti)quarks, which
will bring us one step further in the—I think never ending—process of unravelling
the secrets of nature.
But first a few words will be said about gauge theories and QCD.
1.2 Gauge theories
Since all known interactions can be described by so called gauge theories, I will
discuss this subject shortly.
A gauge theory is characterized by the requirement of local symmetry with re-
spect to a (non-abelian) Lie group G. A Lie group G is defined by the commutation
relations of its generators Ta,
[Ta
,
 Tb] 
= 
i fabcT` , (1.1)
where fabc is the structure constant tensor of the group and automatic summation
over repeated indices is understood. The adjoint representation G is defined by
( TG)bc = 1 fabc (1.2)
Furthermore let's introduce for objects X° , a = 1,... , d(G) the matrix notation
X - XaT°. A gauge transformation now reads
U = exp(—iA) , A = AaT° , (1.3)
with A real and hence U unitary. The vector 1' - {O2 } of fermions of the theory
under consideration thus transforms according to
(1.4)
Let us start with the Lagrangian of free Dirac spinors,
G = (ip— m)zL' . (1.5)
This Lagrangian is obviously invariant under global symmetry transformations,
B^,A = 0, if the fermion mass matrix m - {m..;A.} sat.isfies U"'mU = m, i.e., if it
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commutes with all generators T a
 of the gauge group, [Ta , m] = 0 `da . Consequently,
the mass matrix has to be proportional to the unit matrix in every irreducible
representation R. (For a unitary representation R we can make a decomposition
R = ®o Ro , with R. an irreducible unitary representation.) In contrast to that, the
kinetic term iofh is not invariant under local symmetry transformations, A = A(x),
since in this case the derivation of the fermion field generates an additional term,
aµ ! —+0t1 '=Uaµ10+(OU). (1.6)
Nevertheless, the requirement of local gauge symmetry may be fulfilled by introduc-
ing vector gauge fields V, - V, T a
 with the transformation behaviour
,vi„=U(V„+Za)U-', (1.7)
9
where g denotes the gauge coupling constant. Furthermore, every partial derivative
O has to be replaced by the (gauge) covariant derivative
Dµ=Bµ—igV.. (1.8)
In particular, this covariant derivative reads
ab a cDµ — ^/p ab — 9.fabc V (1.9)
for the adjoint representation (1.2), and
D.X = BX — ig [Vs , X] (1.10)
when applied to the matrices defined above. The transformation behaviour of the
covariant derivative D,O is then identical to the transformation behaviour of the
fields themselves,
D,.0 --* (D,, 0 )' = UD,,V . (1.11)
This can easily be checked with the help of the relation
(B,UI ')U+ U -1 8,,U = 0 (1.12)
resulting from U- l U = 1. The above transformation behaviour of the covariant
derivative ensures the local gauge invariante of the Lagrangian
GF = (i I%1 — ni) (1.13)
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In order to be able to regard the vector fields as genuine dynamical degrees of freedom
of the theory, a corresponding kinetic term has to be present in the Lagrangian. The
kinetic term for vector fields is
Gv = F' (1.14)
with the field strength tensor
F
,,,
 
= 
FµvTa = 8V„ — a„V — i9 [Vµ> Vvj (1.15)
Fa. = D,, Va — Bv Vµ
 + 9fabc VµV„ . (1.16)
The homogeneous transformation behaviour of the field strength, resulting from
(1.7),
- Fµ„ = UFl„U- ' , (1.17)
guarantees the gauge invariance of the kinetic term Lv of the vector bosons. The
covariant derivative D. and the field strength tensor F,v are connected via the
relation
[DN,D„] = —igFµ„ . (1.18)
A mass term for the vector bosons
LM = ZM.VµVb (1.19)
is forbidden by the requirement of gauge invariance. The gauge fields Vµ are there-
fore (apparently) massless.
In summary, the most general gauge invariant Lagrangian for Dirac spinors, but
without stalar bosons, reads
,C = Lv + ,CF
_ 
— 4 Fµ„F.V + O( i^ — m)
_ 
— 4µ^Fá + ^'( i0+ 9YaTa — m). (1.20)
The requirement of local gauge invariance implies the existence of (apparently) mass-
less gauge bosons. The number of these gauge bosons is equal to the order of the
gauge group G, that is, equal to the number of independent generators or parame-
ters of the group. Replacing all partial derivatives 8. by the corresponding covariant
derivatives D., the global invariance of a Lagrangian L(ip, 8µi, ) becomes the local
invariance of L(t', DI).
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Figure 1.1: Vertices in a general (non-abelian) gauge theory: (a) three-vector-boson
vertex, (b) four-vector-boson vertex, (c) vector-boson-fermion vertex.
In contrast to abelian gauge theories the kinetic term of the vector bosons, Gi,,
describes in the case of non-abelian gauge theories not only free gauge fields but also
self-interactions of the vector bosons. The forte of these self-couplings is unambigu-
ously prescribed by gauge invariance:
Cv 1Fa FQV
_ 4(C7µ va —Ó ^VP ) ( aµVa — OU V L ) — gfabcVµVV aµVv
-4g2 fabcfade Vi V^Vd Ve( 1.21)
Accordingly, there are three types of vertices in the theory, namely the three-vector-
boson vertex (given bv the second term of (1.21), the four-vector-boson vertex (given
by the third term), and the vector-boson-fermion vertex (given by the second term
of (1.20)) depicted in Fig. 1.1. Abelian gauge theories are contained in the above
discussion as the special case fabe = 0 da,b,c . Of course, here are no self-couplings of
the vector bosons present.
In the course of quantization of gauge theories one encounters a further difficulty.
The definition of the vector-boson propagator requires the free equation of motion
of the vector bosons to be invertible. However, as a consequence of gauge invariance,
the differential operator following from (1.14), g q -c3 O , is singular. This problem
may be circumvented by restricting oneself to a certain gauge. This gauge fixing,
in turn, may be realized by adding to the Lagrangian a "gauge fixing" term GGF
which is reminiscent of the chosen gauge condition. A popular gauge—and, in fact,
the most convenient one for performing high-energy investigations—is the so called
1.3 Quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
p, c
.i..,
pa b
Figure 1.2: Vector-boson-ghost vertex in a general (non-abelian) gauge theory.
R£ gauge, which leads to the gauge-fixing term
£GF = -2(a" V") 2 , ( 1.22)
where the gauge parameter (also denoted by )-') is left arbitrary. However, any
addition of a term like this to a Lagrangian represents a modification of the original
theory. In order to maintain the unitarity of the S-matrix a further modification of
the theory is necessary. This further modification may be achieved by adding a term
to the Lagrangian—at the price of introducing so called ghost fields. These Faddeev-
Popov ghosts, (Q , Za , are anticommuting scalar fields in the adjoint represent.at.ion of
the gauge group which, however, only show up as internal lines. To each independent
gauge symmetry, i.e., to each gauge boson V, are associated two of these ghosts,
(o and Za . The corresponding ghost Lagrangian £G is in general not hermitian and
depends on the chosen gauge condition. For the R£ gauge it reads
Gc = (a"C)D"(
= (8a)a a — gfabc( 0 a)(bV" , ( 1.23)
yielding the vector-boson-ghost vertex in Fig. 1.2. Notice that because of the non-
hermitian character of the ghost term the ghost lines have to be oriented.
In an abelian gauge theory (with linear gauge condition) the ghosts decouple
due to Dab = Óµáab for fabc = 0. Hence, abelian gauge theories are free of ghosts or,
more precisely, may be formulated without introduction of ghosts.
Now let us apply the concept of gauge invariance to the strong interactions.
1.3 Quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
Quantum chromodynamics is the theory of the strong interactions, that is, the in-
teractions between (anti)quarks. The name QCD is derived from QED. The electric
charge from QED has been replaced by the colour charge of QCD ("chrono" means
colour). The gauge group is SU(3)c, where C stands for colour. It is an unbroken,
c(Q2) =
127r
(33-2n 1 )lnQ2/A 2 ' (1.28)
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non-abelian symmetry group. The eight generators give rise to eight massless vector
bosons Gµ (a=1,... ,8), so called gluons, in the adjoint representation 8 of SU(3).
These gluons carry the forces between at least six quarks (the fermions of the the-
ory), transforming as the fundamental three dimensional representation 3 of SU(3).
The fundamental generators are
a
T
fufld 
=
2
 
(a = 1,... ,8) (1.24)
with ) the Gell-Mann matrices. The Lagrangian becomes
nf
_ 
— 4FµLFµV + 41( i1%1 — 7n 1)gf — 2( a^ GU + (O )Dµ(, (1.25)
f=1
with
Fa--
 
= 9, Ga — a„G a + gsfabcGGe 	(1.26)
a
D, = 8!, — ig,G' A . (1.27)
The parameters of the theory are the strong coupling constant, g s , and the (bare)
quark masses, m1 . In a renormalization procedure the bare coupling g8 becomes an
effective (running) coupling constant (see for example [Luc89])
where a8 = g,, /47r, n1 is the number of (effective) quark flavours and Q is the
momentum exchanged between the (anti)quarks. A is an invariant scale parameter
that comes into the expression for a 8 as an integration constant. From the expression
(1.28) we note that a 8 ( Q 2 ) --, 0 for Q2 —* oo (as long as nf < 16 < Z ). This means
that QCD becomes a free theory (no interactions) in the high-energy limit. This
fact is expreseed by saying that QCD is asymptotically free.
To the massless gluons should correspond a long-range interaction associated
with colour (cf. the photon and the electromagnetic force). Bu t
 this force is not
observed, so there must. be
 more than sketched above. Two possible explanations
are:
• there exists a kind of spontaneous symmetry breaking, like in the electroweak
case, which will give a mass to the gluons and limit the range of the interaction,
or
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• only colour singlets are observable, because singlet colour states don't exert a
force on one another (except possibly a Van der Waals force)—cf. two electri-
cally neutral particles are not subject to the electromagnetic force.
Current prejudices favour the second opinion, known as colour confinement, which
is believed to be a consequente of the SU(3)c gauge theory. Experimentally, single
quarks or gluons are not observed. The precise mechanism responsible for confine-
ment, however, is not yet understood.
Is it now possible to calculate diagrams (as part of a perturbation series) for
processes governed by QCD, like in QED? Unfortunately, the answer is no. In QED
the series expansion parameter a(Q 2 ) starts at a(0) = 1/137. (Also in QED the
coupling constant is running, although very slowly.) This is a small number, so the
series will converge rapidly. In QCD, however, a 8 (0) is infinite, so a perturbation
approach is doomed to fail. But as we saw in the expression for a,(Q 2 ), Q2 is scaled
by the scale parameter A. Hence if Q 2 » Az a perturbation approach will make
sense. Experimentally A lies in the range from 100-500 MeV. (A depends on the
number of active flavours).
Until now only QCD calculations have been performed for processes with Q2»
A2 . In order to learn more about confinement we will have to look for other methods,
because of the non-perturbative character of confinement. But we hope that some
day we will be able to use QCD for classic problems in hadron physics, such as
the force between two protons, or the binding energy of the deuteron, etc., which
is impossible now due to the complicated many-body systems involved. Compare
this situation to the one in physical chemistry: there quantum mechanics has been
applied successfully for the calculations on large molecules.
But what cán we do at the moment? Roughly speaking there are two different
approaches:
• investigate non-perturbative methods: lattice QCD, or flux-tube and string
models, or bag models.
• use perturbative methods for Q2 » A 2 : potential models.
Of the former three approaches lattice QCD is closest to the fundamental theory
( QCD). In this theory space-time and fields are discretized on a so called lattice.
Because in this theory the approximations are being made in the calculations and
not (so much) in the theory, I will pay more attention to lattice QCD in the next
section. Moreover, I think lattice QCD might be the only serious competitor for the
phenomenological models. Flux-tube and string models—like QCD—have not been
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used to a great extent to calculate the static properties of quarkonia, so I will not
discuss these models here. Bag models have had a number of successes, mainly with
calculations of the properties of light ground-state mesons. It has not been useful
in calculating properties of heavy quarkonia, so I will leave it out too.
The second approach will be followed in this thesis, but first I shall pay some
attention to lattice QCD.
1.4 Lattice QCD
At very high energies a perturbation approach to quantum chromodynamics will
fail due to the large coupling constant, a,. Therefore one has to turn to non-
perturbative methods for calculations at these energy scales. Moreover, with these
methods solutions to puzzies like proton stability and CP violation might be found.
Indeed, a fundamental theory—which QCD is believed to be—should answer such
questions. Whether the above mentioned non-perturbative methods make it possible
to do investigations on this fundamental theory, or make approximations necessary
such that the theory turns into an effective theory remains a question. Effective
theories differ from fundamental theories in that they provide a valid phenomenology
up to some finite momentum cut-off. For momenta much smaller than the cut-off,
they appear very much like fundamental theories, but close to the cut-off the need
for an underlying fundament al theory becomes apparent.
Non-perturbative quantum field theory is an extension of statistical mechanics
to four dimensions, using the Feynman path integral. Space-time and fields are
discretized on a finite lattice to make the theory accessible for computer applica-
tions. By discretization soine important symmetries are broken; which of them are
restored in the zero-lattice-spacing or continuum limit is a question of fundamen-
tal importante. Continuum physics is found at critical points of the lattice theory
corresponding to second order phase transitions. It can be shown that any gauge
theory exhibits confinement on a finite lattice. In the continuum limit QED under-
goes a phase transition to a non-confining mode, but it is unclear if this also holds
for QCD.
In taking the continuum limit it is not necessary to take the lattice spacing, a,
to zero, but it suffices to take it small enough such that predictions do not depend
significantly on it. This is called scaling with which an important parameter is
associated that determines the quality of the computer solution. This computer
solution must be validated against experimental or analytical results before any
explanation or prediction can be made. The vork on quantum field theory has not
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the computed potential with the phenomenological Cor-
nell potential for charmonium, normalized to agree at r / = 1.
yet passed the validation stage. In this sense lattice QCD (still) is an effective theory
with a cut-off in the foren of a lower bound on the lattice spacing.
In the calculations Monte Carlo methods are used to generate a sample of lattice
field configurations. Then expectation values of products of fields are approximated
by averages over this finite sample. The motivation for the computer simulation of
a quantum field theory is that it provides a controlled approximation to the non-
perturbative solution. It is necessary, therefore, to identify and analyze the sources of
systematic error, coming from the algorithins used. Apart from the systematic errors
there are of course statistical errors. These are proportional to 1/ i con gurations
and the current numnber of configurations is up to a few hundred. Another source of
error is scaling violation: due to computer hardware limitations the lattice volume
is t.00 small. As a consequence, in mant' current simulations the particles involved
are squeezed into a box smaller than their size.
The current state-of-the-art [Ken89] is summarized below for the two main ap-
proaches in lattice QCD: the quenched approximation, where the quarks are taken to
be very massive and hence there is no dynamics, and fully interacting QCD, where
dynamical effects are responsible for (part of) the masses of the interacting fermions.
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Quenched QCD:
• This approximation is the oldest approach and the numerical results are best
established.
• The static quark-antiquark potential agrees with the phenomenological Cornell
potential [Eic80],
V(r)=-438+ur,
for long distances but not at short distances (see Figure 1.3 where the potential
is plotted for charmonium). In a very recent paper [Din9O] a new lattice
simulation (of 1300 CPU hours(!) on a new fast computer) yielded a result for
the potential for charmonium comparable to the result of the Cornell group,
whereas previous calculations [For86, Din88] gave different results:
[Din88, For86] [Din90] [Eic80]
0.25-0.35 0.58 0.52
o (GeV2 ) 0.20 0.15 0.18
Here n
• There exists a transition to a non-confining mode at a critical temperature,
T, ^- 250 MeV. The order of the transition is not yet established, so it is unclear
whether this non-confining mode is an artifact due to the method used (lattice
too small) or a real feature of the theory.
• Hadron masses can be calculated only as ratios. Usually the results are de-
picted in a so called Edinburgh plot (Figure 1.4). The quantitative agreement
with experiment is poor.
Fully interacting QCD:
• It is developed over the last three years. In general the couplings are too large
and the lattice too small for scaling to be demonstrable.
• There is not much differente with the quenched approximation for the quark-
antiquark potential.
• The situation for the hadron masses is depicted in Figure 1.5; it is in a siinilar
state as the quenched hadron masses five years ago.
It should be noted that the computer solution of quantum field theories is barely ten
years old. Due to the rapid advances in computer performance, the development
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Figure 1.4: Edinburgh plot for the nucleon mass versus the pion mass in units of
the p meson mass: (a) Edinburgh data [Bow88], (b) Los Alamos data [Gup87]. The
legend of the data points refers to different approximation methods (staggered vs.
Wilson fermions) and the quantity 0 contains information about the scaling.
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Figure 1.5: Compilation of hadron mass data for fully interacting QCD.
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of algorithms and programming tools, and our better understanding of quantum
field theory, the prospects for the next ten years look good. There is hope that
convincing solutions to many fundamental questions about the Standard Model-
and about quantum chromodynamics in particular—might be obtained. Even then,
however, the practical significance of lattice QCD remains questionable.
But, at the moment, lattice QCD is not very powerful in the prediction of prop-
erties of quarkonia. If we want to describe these properties (masses, widths, etc.) we
have to try our luck with other approaches. The approach with the most descriptive
and predictive power is the one with potential models and these are the subject of
the next section.
1.5 Phenomenology
As we saw in the previous sections, gauge theories prove to be successful in the
description of the interactions between (fundamental) particles. If we want to study
particles that are bound states of (anti)quarks the appropriate framework is the
Bethe-Salpeter formalism. The Bethe-Salpeter equation, however, cannot be solved
in general but only in ladder approximation. The interaction kernel entering in this
equation is not derivable from QCD, but some approximations can be made in order
to use this formalism. Even then it is hard to obtain information from this approach.
An approach that has proven to be successful for the calculations of the properties
of bound states is the non-relativistic Schródinger equation. This is a so called
phenornenological approach. According to the Webster dictionary phenomenology
means "the description of the formal structure of phenomena in abstraction from
interpretation or evaluation especially as a foundation for the sciences." That is,
the attempt to discover regularities from the experimental data and t.o mould these
regularities into a model, which cannot only describe the data but also predict new
phenomena.
Phenomenology can help us testing some predictions QCD raakes:
• is the interquark interaction independent of quark species?
• does the interaction approach a Coulomb-like form near the origin?
In the remainder of this chapter I will investigate these issues. 1 will start witli the
tentral point of the Schrddinger equation: the potential.
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1.5.1 Potentials
The potential that enters into the Schr6dinger equation describes the interaction
of the particles constituting the bound state. How can this potential be obtained?
One way is to make a more or less ad hoc assumption and see how good it fits the
data; another is to try and extract information about the potential from QCD. An
example of this method is to consider the scattering of the constituents and derive
the perturbatively accessible part of the potential by taking the Fourier transform of
the scattering amplitude T1i:
V(r) = —(27r) 3 1 d3ke-Zk-rTfax(k) , (1.29)
where T" is the non-relativistic limit of T1z defined in terms of the S-matrix element
Sti by
Sf = b1 + i(2ir) 4 b t4t ( Pf — P^) . Tf (1.30)
in lowest order of perturbation theory.
When we follow this recipe in case of one-gluon-exchange (one-gluon-exchange
is the lowest-order diagram in quark-antiquark scattering) between a quark and an
antiquark in a meson, we obtain a Coulomb-like potential (see [Luc89])
4 a 8 	2
V(r) 3 r ' a8 _ 4.
(1.31)
The potential obtained in this way is called a QCD-motivated potential, because it
was derived from lowest-order perturbative QCD. As we saw from Figure 1.3, where
the potential from lattice QCD was plotted, the combination of a Coulomb-like and
a linear potential is also derived from QCD and hence called QCD motivated.
There are two other classes of potentials, viz. partly and purely phenomenological.
In the former category are potentials that consist of a Coulomb part and a non-
linear confining part, in the latter the potential can be arbitrary. Later on 1 will
discuss some potentials from these three categories, but first I will look at power-law
potentials in general.
An attractive feature of the Schridinger equation is the fact that it is easy
to investigate the scaling properties of a given potential . By scaling is meant
the (in)dependence of energy levels, wave functions, etc. upon mass and coupling
strength. Scaling is particularly easy to demonstrate for power-law potentials
V(r) = Ar' (-2<v< cc) . (1.32)
Some interesting results, taken from [Qui79], are listed below.
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• The level spacings scale according to
LE oc (2p..)-°/(2+v)I,XI2/(2+v) . (1.33)
• The probability density at the origin scales as
,
(0)I2 a (µIAI) I/(2+,.) , (1.34)
• and the electric and magnetic dipole widths as
F(El ) a p-(2+3v)/(2+v)Ipi91(2+v) (1.35)
r(All) oc p-(4+5v)/(2+v)I)I6/(2+Z) (1.36)
respectively.
The leptonic decay width [Roy67] is related to (1.34) by
F(V —> l + l- ) = 16^ra2eQl!(0)I2/njv
oc e p
-(1+2i)l(2+v)I\I32+ 1.) (v > —1) (1.37)
if we assume 111v 2 .
 2 • 2p, that is, we neglect the binding energy.
Of interest is, also, the logarithmic potential
V(r) = Cln(r/ro) , (1.38)
which behaves in some respects as the v --' 0, .\ — oe, )v —> C limit of (1.32). For
the logarithmic potential, the level spacings are independent of the reduced mass,
which is an important property because the level spacings in quarkonium seem to
be independent of p as we will see later.
If we assume that for the harmonie-oscillator potential the coupling A is propor-
tional to the reduced mass (VHO = 2<cw 2 r2 ), the level spacings prove to be mass
independent too. Moreover, they are constant: DE oc w. In Table 1.1 the scaling
properties for various potentials are tabulated. From this table we see that the
scaling properties of the logarithmic and harmonie-oscillator potential are identical.
This is an important property of the harmonie oscillator.
Now that we know the scaling properties of several potentials, let us turn to
the experimental situation: is it possible to deduce a value for v from the data?
In Table 1.2 the first three triplet-S states for charmonium and bottomonium with
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Potentials v i E F(E1) I'(M1) r(V —> l+l-)
Coulomb -1 µ µ p µ
Logarithmic 0 p0 µ-1 µ-2
Linear 1 p-1/3 µ -5/3 ,-3 µ-1
Harmonic oscillator 2 µo p-1 P -2 µ-1/2
Square well oo µ -1 p.-3 µ-5 11-a
' Assumed is ) a M.
Table 1.1: Scaling properties of some physical quantities in various power-law po-
tentials.
their masses and leptonic widths are listed. These give
Es(_')— E_(_) 
= 0.60 0.02
E2 (ij) — E1('&)
E3 ( T) — E2(T) 
= 0.590 ± 0.002 , and
E2 ( T) — E1(T)
E2 ( T) — El(T) 
= 0.956 ± 0.001
E2(') — E1(0)
These results indicate that the scaling almost goes like µ° and with m b /?n., ^ 3 (it
is 2.98 in our Unitarized Meson model, see Chapter 3) and equation (1.33) we find1
v = 0.085 ± 0.002 , (1.39)
that is, the effective power is close to zero.
What can be deduced from the leptonic widths? Table 1.2 in combination with
equation (1.37) yields
1S v = — 0.6 ±0.2
2S v = — 0.6 ± 0.1 (1.40)
3S v = —0.9±0.1.
The fact that these values are not at all in agreement with the value for v from
the level spacings is no cause for concern. Indeed, the powers deduced from the
leptonic widths give information about the effective power near the origin (because
1 For ms/m, = 3.5, v = 0.075 and for m b /m, = 4, v = 0.067, so probably v = 0.08 f 0.01 is
more correct a statement.
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mass (MeV) re+ e- (keV) mass (MeV) I'e+ e- (keV)
J/' 3096.9 f 0.1 4.72 ± 0.35 T 9460.3 f 0.2 1.34 ± 0.05
zL' 3686.0 f 0.1 2.15 f 0.21 T' 10023.3 f 0.3 0.60 ± 0.04
4040 ± 10 0.75 ± 0.15 T" 10355.3 f 0.5 0.44 ± 0.03
Table 1.2: Masses and leptonic widths of the first three 3 S1 -states in charmonium
and bottomonium. Data are taken from [PDG88].
of the occurrence of the wave function in the origin in the formula for the leptonic
width) and we expect this power to be negative because of the singular Coulomb
interaction in that region. The power deduced from the level spacings gives more
information on the form of the potential at intermediate distances. Note that it
does not necessarily give information about the precise form of the confining part
of the potential, which governs at large distances.
From the scaling properties of power-law potentials and the experimental data
we can conciude that near the origin the effective potential is singular and attractive
and at intermediate distances it is logarithmic or a harmonic oscillator (as both have
the same scaling properties). The latter conclusion seems to contradict the QCD
prediction of a linear confining term. This result was deduced, however, from the
data of charmonium and bottomonium. These states lie in a limited interval (0.2-
1.0 fm) and other quarkonium systems—such as toponium for smaller distances and
the light mesons for larger distances—may give other information. A problem with
the light mesons is the fact that a non-relativistic description is no longer valid.
Toponium, on the other hand, has not been discovered yet.
Besides, there is a wide variety of potential models that is able to describe the
charmonium and bottomonium spectra fairly well. This has to do with the fact that
the potentials of these models are almost equal in the cc and bb region 0.2-1.0 fm
(see Figure 1.6).
Below several potentials are listed:
• Potentials of the type
V(r) = -ar -° + br' + c (a, b, a > 0)
occur frequently in the literature. Values for a are
a = 1 Ref. [Son87]
a = 4 Ref. [Lic89], the Turin potential
a = 1 Ref. [Eic80], the Cornell potential.
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The former two are purely phenomenological, while the Jatter is the QCD-
motivated Coulomb-plus-linear potential.
• The purely phenomenological potential
V(r) = ar°'' + c
(Ref. [Mar81]), which behaves almost like a logarithmic potential. The result
of equation (1.39) was a motivation for the introduction of this potential.
• The QCD-motivated potentials
(1 — ar)2V(r) = b + c, the Indiana potential [Fog79]
r ln(ar)
V(q2 ) = b
zl(11 +1 q2/)a the Richardson potential [Ric79]g n 
2
V(q2 ) = a a '(4) with a 8 the running coupling constant [Buc81],
4
that all have the asymptotic limit.s predicted by QCD.
Note that all these potentials are single-channel potentials, i.e. decay is not
accounted fort . A selection of potentials is plotted in Figure 1.6. There where
the potentials for charmonium and bottomonium were not equal, the potential for
charmonium was plotted. The parameters of the Nijmegen potential can be found
in Chapter 3.
A realistic model cannot be complete without the incorporation of hadronic
decay. How could decay be described and are there any models that do so?
1.5.2 Hadronic decay
The addition of non-diagonal terms to the potential, that is, coupling the bound state
to a set of (virtual) decay channels3 , causes a shift in the energy of the bound state.
This shift can be well over 100 MeV, so one has to be careful with the interpretation
of the results of the single-channel models: the calculated energy levels should not
2In [Eic80] coupled channels are added to the single-channel model (called the "naive model"),
so the Cornell model is in fact a multi-channel model. Most references to this model, however,
apply to the naive model.
3Virtual decay channels are channels to which decay is forbidden energetically. Even coupling
to these virtual channels causes a shiftft in the energy. These virtual channels are important for
particles that lie below the threshold for hadronic decay and it is these particles that we are
interested in: the , and T family.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison between various potentials, shifted in such a way that
V(r = 0.5 fm) = 0. The small inserted plot shows the potentials in the region where
the charmonium and bottomonium states reside. References can be found in the
text.
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Figure 1.7: Hadronic decay via (a) the 3P0-mechanism, and (b) the'S0-mechanism.
agree too precisely with the data! Moreover, the shifts are different for different
particles and their excitations. Our model learns that the 1 3 S1 state has a larger
shift than the 23 S 1 and 33 S1 states. The question arises what the validity is of
conclusions drawn from potential models in general and single-channel models in
particular. Especially, does it make sense to compare k 2 -fits for various models (see
for example [Lic90])? I will come back to this point in Chapter 6.
The way hadronic decay is incorporated is to create a qq pair out of the vacuum
and to recombine the four quarks into two mesons (see Fig. 1.7). Note that OZI-
forbidden decavs (where the QQ pair annihilates into gluons from which new QQ
and qq pairs are formed) are neglected. In the Cornell model [Eic78, Eic80] the qq
pair is created in a 1 S0 state (as a pseudoscálar), in the model of Heikkila. et al.
[Hei84] and in the model of the Nijmegen group (see Chapter 2 and 3) the pair is
created in a 3Po state (stalar). The shifts between the so called bare masses (the
energy eigenvalues of the single-channel model) and the physical masses range from
-50 to -180 MeV in the model of the Cornell group, from -20 to -200 MeV (-30 to
-75 MeV) in the model of Heikkil5, et al. and -30 to -500 MeV (-90 to -370 MeV) in
the Nijmegen model for charmonium (bottomonium). Another recent multi-channel
model is that by Bicudo and Ribeiro [Bic89], but no numerical results are available
yet.
Although t.he precise form of the transition potential is unknown, and effects
like final-state interactions are neglected, the success of the models that account for
hadronic decay is such that it entourages to explore these models further. In my
opinion the time of the single-channel models is over and a successful phenomeno-
logical model should contain hadronic decay.
1.5.3 The spin structure of the Hamiltonian
So far the spin structure of the quark-antiquark interaction has been neglected.
These spin-dependent interactions induce the fine and hyperfine splitting of the
mass spectra. These additional terms—the spin-orbit term, the spin-spin term,
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and the tensor term—are in fact relativistic corrections (up to order v2 /c2 ) to the
spin-independent Hamiltonian, Ho
H=Ho+HSO +Hss+HT . (1.41)
The precise form of these spin terms depends on the nature of the quark-antiquark
interaction: is it a vector or a stalar interaction.
As the spin terms are essential for the description of the P states and because
these are the subject of Chapter 3, I refer to that chapter and for a more extensive
treatment to [Met90], and leave this subject here for what it is.
1.5.4 Reliability of a non-relativistic description
At the end of this rather extensive Introduction I will address the issue of the
reliability of a non-relativistic description of quarkonium.
The fundamental problem of the whole potential-model approach is the non-
relativistic reduction inherent to the Schródinger formalism. Non-relativistic here
implies that the velocity v of the quarks in the bound state is small compared to
the speed of light, c,
z,z pzez
cz Ez « 1, (1.42)
in which case the higher-order terms in the expansion of the relativistic kinetic
energy
P2E = ^pz cz +m
z c4 = mcz + 2m+... (1.43)
may be neglected. The question is to what extent this approximation is justified.
For different models v2 /c2 varies somewhere between 0.2-0.4 for charmonium and
around 0.1 for bottomoniuin. One place where we can see that charmonium is
a somewhat less non-relativistic system than bottomonium—as expected from the
figures above—is in the calculation of the radiative widths (see Chapter 5). Espe-
cially the wave function is sensitive for relativistic corrections. For bottomonium a
non-relativistic treatment seems justified. -
In contrast, light quarks very likely move with relativistic velocities. This cir-
cumstance is usually ignored without a moment of hesitation. Note, however, that
the only justification of the application of non-relativistic potential models are their
phenomenologically successful predictions—especially in the case of light quarks.
Yet there are some other hints why the description of bound states by the non-
relativistic Schródinger equation is not complete nonsense (see [Luc89] ). First of all,
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consider the two-particle Hamiltonian with relativistic kinematics
H
r,
=2 pz +mz +W, (1.44)
for equal masses and in the center-of-mass system (and c - 1). According to (0)^ <
(0 2^ valid for any hermitian operator 0, the relativistic kinetic energy satisfies
( /2 + m.) < J(p2) + m2 . From this one finds for the expectation value of HR
(HR) = 2(/p2 ±m2) + (W ) <_ 2 (pz ) + mz + ( W)
z + mz / pz+mz
= 2 (p) + (W) _ (2 + . (1.45)
(pz ) + m, 2	\ (p2 ) + mz
Consequently, the relativistic energy eigenvalue E - (HR) is bounded from above
by
E< 2 
pz + mz 
+ W (1.46)(p2)+mz
The operator on the right-hand side of this inequality is of the same structure as
the non-relativistic Schródinger Hamiltonian
HNR =27"n+p +V (1.47)
µ
with, however, an effective mass
^n = 2u = 2 (1^z ) + m z (1.48)
and the non-relativistic potential
2m.2V = (pz) z — ti (pz ) + m.z + N' = 2^n, — (m + W . (1.49)
+m
The effective mass as well as the potential depend on the average momentum (p2)
and will thus vary from level to level.
Secondly, there exists a kind of duality between an ultra-relativistic Hamiltonian
with harmonic-oscillator potential and a non-relativistic Hamiltonian with linear
potential. The ultra-relativistic Hamiltonian
Hun
=2 pz +,r
z (1.50)
is converted into the non-relativistic Hamiltonian
z
HNR 
=2t + ar
(1.51)
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by means of the duality transformation
,p,
— 2 r , r—* _ fpi, (1.52)
provided the parameters n, a, and z are related by
a2
= g (1.53)
µ
The eigenfunctions in the corresponding wave equations,
Hu(x) = EO( x ) (1.54)
and
HNR1(Y) = Eo(y ) , (1.55)
respectively, are then connected by the Fourier transformation
0(x ) = f d3yeia /2X.Y b (y ) • (1.56)
Integrating by parts and taking advantage of the fact that the surface terms vanish,
one finds
HuRW(a) _ (2/ï + + li.I x21J) d3yeia /2x•y b y)
4n
= f d3y K
a i y I — ei.12X.Y] ,(y)
= rd3yeia /2X-y (_Ay +a lvl) W(i)
= 
rd3yeia/2X.YHNR,(Y) • (1.57)
Thirdly, for a centra! potential W(r) and equal masses of the constituent.s the
relativistic virial theorem [Luc90] reads
d z
r 
d W(r) = 2 p , (1.58)
+m
where the expectation values are understood to be taken with respect to normalized
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (1.44). With the decomposition
P2 m2
+m = p2 +m 2 — p2+m (1.59)
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the corresponding eigenvalues E are given by
E E (HR ) = 2(./p2 + m. 2 ) + (W(r))
_
l
( 
\
r rW(r))+(W(r))+2( mz 
m ) (1.60)\ P + 111
In the ultra-relativistic case m = 0 the last expectation value in the above expression
drops out,
Eun = K 4W(r)) + (W(r)) . (1.61)
As an example, let us consider a potential consisting of a Coulomb term and a
confining term in the form of a power-law potential
W(r) 3 r' + Ar' (v > 0) . (1.62)
The ultra-relativistic eigenvalue becoines
E
utt = (v + 1)A(r') . (1.63)
That is, despite the presence of the Coulomb term in the potential the quarks only
feel the confining part. Consequently, for light masses of the constituents, the non-
relativistic treatment of bound states with a purely confining potential V = Ar° is
equivalent to the relativistic treatment with the confining plus Coulomb potential.
In other words, ignoring in a non-relativistic computation the Coulomb part of
the potential for light particles simulates a relativistic calculation. That might be
the reason why no Coulomb term was needed in our model until we wanted to
describe the heavy P states in Chapter 3. And this might be an explanation for the,
sometimes, astonishing success of non-relativistic potential models, even for light
quarks.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the
Unitarized Meson model of the Nijmegen group. In Chapter 3 this model is ex-
tended to include the P states in charmonium and bottomonium. A Coulomb-like
interaction is built into the model. In Chapter 4 the theory of the electromag-
netic transitions in quarkonium is presented, both for the single-channel as for the
multi-channel case. In Chapter 5 the results from our model are given, and in Chap-
ter 6 some conclusions are drawn and the lines along which future research should
proceed—in my opinion—are discussed.
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Chapter 2
The Model
In this chapter the main features of the unitarized meson model will be sketched. I
will not give an extensive description of this model, for this has been done before
[Rup82, Bev83d, Met90]. I will limit inyself to a description of a simplified version
of the model, in which all calculations can be performed analytically and to a short
enumeration of the characteristics of the full model. The references to the unitarized
meson model are: [Bev80, Bev83a, Bev83b, Bev83c, Bev84c, Du1821.
The fact that the confining potential in our model is a harmonic oscillator and
not a linear potential as suggested by QCD 1 , is made plausible by referring to a geo-
metrical model [Bev84a, Bev84b, Bev84d, Bev86b, Bor88, Du184a, Du184b, Du188a,
Du188b, Du188c]. The idea of geometrical confinement of quarks offers a natural
explanation for the similarity in structure of the charmonium and bottomonium
spectra, which otherwise would require the existence of logarithmic or almost loga-
rithmic potentials, for which a justification from first principles is lacking.
' The form of the linear plus Coulomb potential is motivated from QCD asymptotic behaviours.
For short distances, the running coupling constant a, becomes so small that one gluon exchange
is expected to he a good approximation. This yields a (colour) Coulomb potential. For large
separation of a quark and an antiquark, the intermediate gluon fields are thought to form a linear
tube so that the potential increases linearly with distante. However, since the experimental data
of heavy quarkonium systems are mostly in the region from short distances to the intermediat.e
distances, it is uncertain whether the confining potential has the linear form. See allo Chapter 1.
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2.1 A simple model for hadronic decay of mesons
2.1.1 Introduction
At present, several models exist that describe the properties of mesons [Eic75,
Mar80, Qui77, Buc81, Bev80]. These models share at least one aspect: the static
quark-antiquark potential is described by a confining potential, but this poten-
tial has different forms in the various roodels. Sometimes a Coulomb potential is
present to account for the one-gluon-exchange between the quark and the antiquark
[Qui77, Eic75, Buc81) and sometimes the hadronic decay of the mesons is taken into
account [Bev80, Eic75].
The simple model presented here is a simplification of the model of the Nijmegen
group (see [Bev80, Bev83b, Bev83c]). It. has the same confining potential, viz. a
harinonic oscillator, no Coulomb part (although this will be added in the full model
in Chapter 3) and it takes into account hadronic decay. The simpli fication consists
of considering just one decay channel instead of many and instead of a transition
potential, a ó-shell will give the coupling between the confined channel (qq) and the
free channel (MM': meson-rneson).
This simple model has proven to give insight in many features of the Nijmegen
model [Du177]. It has been used as a test model in order to see roughly the impact
of new effects, about to be built in into the full model. As an introduction to the
full model we will calculate the energy levels, phase-shifts, cross-sections, leptonic
widths and electromagnetic transitions in charmonium in this simplified model.
2.1.2 Solving the Schródinger equation
The radial Schrfidinger equation reads:
2
{2 M —árz + L(^ ±_1)) + V(r ) uL (r) = E uL( r ) , (2.1)
where
m — 0
( g 0 µf
denotes the reduced rnass matrix,
L=( l^ 00 1f
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denotes the angular momentum matrix, and
V(r) = ew2r2 + C1 g6(r — a) (2.2)
C 
zµ
)g5(r — a) C2 
V1 , is a harmonie oscillator potential (with universal oscillator frequency w), that
acts as a confining potential in the permanently closed channel (subscript "c").
V12 = V21 is a one delta-shell interaction potential, that couples the closed channel
to the open channel (subscript "f") with a constant potential — no final state
interactions —, i.e. a threshold.
The energy (the eigenvalue of this differential equation) is defined by
a
E= — +C2 . (2.3)
2µf
Let's write the wave function uL (r) as
UL(r) __
ut.( r
) ( ui. ( r  /
Now we can rewrite (2.1) as a set of two coupled Schródinger equations:
C
l
^(
l
r2 1) + p
.
w2r2 + 2u,( Ci — E )) ui.( r ) 2µ„g b ( r — a )u tf ( r ) = 0
(2.4)
( —
(12 
+ lf (lr2 1) — k2) u i ,(r)2p.. f gb(r — a )ut.( r ) =0
For r
 a equation (2.4) decouples, because the b-function is zero. Now it is easy
to write down the solutions. Write
u, (r) _ e l0<( r) 1 and ut (r) _ c3 ,0<(r)c20>( r ) ) f c >(r) )
where "<" stands for r <a and ">" for r > a. Then
i
b<(r) = (N^wr2)i e-Zµ` 4i(—n.,1,+ 2;Eicwr2 ) /r( 1c + 2) (2.5a)
+
^>(r ) = (l^^wr 2 )z it'
+i
^e
-Zµ
^
Ur2 gl ( _n,lC + 3;pcwr2 ) (2.5h)
<( r ) = kr j„(kr ) (2.5e)
>(r) = kr ( jtt (kr) cos — n i (kr) sinbtf ) (2.5d)
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witli
F(a,e;x) = 1F1(a,c;x)
1(a,c
'
x)= r(a(1 c+)1)4(a,c;x)+ r(P(a)1) X'-`ib(a—c+1,2—c; x)
E=w(2n.+1,+2)+Cl
with n the radial quantum number. Continuity at r = a requires:
cl 4i ( —n, 1, + 2;N.wa2 )/r ( l^ + 2) = c2 'I' ( —n , 1, + 2 ;
 
µcwa2) (2.6)
C3 ka j„(ka) = c4 ka ( j,.(ka) cos bi, —ni,(ka) sin 6,,)
If we integrate equations (2.4) over r from r = a — e to r = a + e and then take
the limit e —+ 0, we obtain an expression for the discontinuity of the derivatives at
r = a. Writing
b<( r ) = `I>(r)/r(lc+ 2), 0<( r ) = Ji,(kr)
b>(r) _ 'Y(r), O>(r) _ (J,,(kr) cosbi , — NI ,(kr) sinbis ) ,
we get
C1,i '(a)/r(lc + Z) — C2 (a) + 2it gC4 (Jz,(ka) cos6,, — NI,(ka) sin 6e,) = 0
(2.7)
c3 JJ,(ka) — c4 ( Jl'f (ka) cosbi , — N,(ka) sinb„ t ) + 2µf gc2 ' (a) = 0
Combining the sets of equations (2.6) and (2.7) yields:
C2 
_ c4
2 i t
 
g<D ( a ) ( J,,(ka) cosb i . — NI ^(ka) sin b„) (2.8)2 W(4, 4') IQ
C4 W(J11 , NI,)`a sin bi, +2µf 9C2 '(a)J„(ka) = 0 (2.9)
where W(f, g) Q is the Wronskian of f and g determined in r = a.
If we combine and rewrite the last two equations, we get an expression for cot big:
W('P, 4' ) Ia W(Ji
'
 , N► )1 0 N, (ka)
cot b, = — '
	+ '	. (2.10)
' 4pcµf g2 Ji,(ka) 4(a)'F(a) Ji,(ka)
Next we will calculate the Wronskians. Define
'D(z) = z 1'2 e- "'/2 4>( — n., 1 + 2; z)
^(z) = _1/2 e -`1 2 I' ( — n, 1 + 2; z)
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Then
W(4>(z), `i ( z)) = z e ` W ( 4>( : ), `I'(z))
and
W(4>( ti ) , `y(z)) _ — r(l + 2) e=
r(—n)
The relation between the Wronskians with argument z and µ,wr 2 is simple:
W ( 3 ( r ), `y ( r ))1 a = 2pcwa W ( 3 ( z ), y ( z )) Ia .
Now we see
I'(l^ + 2) 2
W ( ( r ), `I'( r )) I a = — r(—n.) a p.owa
We know that W(J,(z), N,(z)) = 1, so
W(J,,(kr), N, f (kr)) Ja = k
Thus we can write down the final expression for cot 6,,:
cotbi, = 2
fi^pf
g2ka3
Jif( ka ) A( u , l^) + jz, (ka)
(2.11)
where
=
['(—n )
(/lcwa2)<<+' e µc 2
F(l + 2)
( —n, , l + 2 , Ncwa2 )'Y ( —n. , l + 2;Ncwa2 ) . (2.12)
2.1.3 The S-matrix
Now that we know the expression for cot 6,,, we can determine the S-matrix. (Note:
the S-matrix is in fact a matrix, because this is a 2 x 2 problem, but we are only
interested in the phase-shift in the meson-meson channel, i.e. the S-matrix onder
consideration is a number, not a matrix.) Let's drop the subscript "f" in l i..
S — e2ió,
cot a,+i
= cot61-i (2.13)
= 1 + 2t
cot ó^—i1+T.
Bound states occur when the S-matrix and the T-matrix have poles: cot b, = i and
k = in., n. > 0 (because for bound states k 2
 < 0).
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Write T = B with B = 0 on a pole, then we find for the residue C:
C-1 - ,pr-1
dE ^E-Eo
_ 1 dB
AdE IE-E°
µf dB
_ — E-EoKA di,
with Eo the position of the pole (in the complex energy plane).
dB_ d cot b,-
dh. dK.
_ -
1
 {2 cpf gz iK;.a3ji (in.a) A(n, lc )] -1 + arp n i iwa,z i( )
Using cot 61 = i (B = 0) on a pole, we find for the inverse of the residue:
C _i = µf ji(il a) + in(ia)- 1
. (2.14)
 )2h2 ( 	.7t(iKa) af. nl (z a) 
2.1.4 Pole tracing
If we increase the value of the coupling constant g, i.e. the qq channel couples
stronger to the M161 channel, the eigenvalues of the Schr6dinger equation shift.
This shift depends on the original position of the eigenvalues. These eigenvalues
correspond to poles of the S-matrix. In this section we will trace these poles and
see what their behaviour is.
In the previous sections we derived expressions for the S-matrix, the phase-shift
Si and the energy (eigenvalue). We can express the radial quantum number n, in
terms of the energy, the oscillator frequency and the angular momentum of the
confined channel: (E-C1 3
- (2.15)n, - 1 z w 2
Looking at the expression for cot S, (remember: for poles cot b1 = i), we observe
that j,, ni , 4) and '1 are slowly varying functions of n(- E), in contrast to I'(-n).
For the pure harmonic oscillator "poles" occur for positive integer valnes of n.. If we
turn on the coupling strength g, we find poles for
n, =no+ An,
with no a positive integer and small g. In this case we are able to make the following
approximation for F(-n):
(-1)no+l
F(-n) = I'(-n.o - On) - . (2.16)
no. Ln
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Let
Ao(n 1 ) = 1 (p.ewa2 '`' 2 -µ^Wa2. o,
r(1' + D ) e
4> ( —n o, l + 2;FL ^wa2 ) `I`( —no,1,+ 2;pcwa2 ) . (2.17)
Substitution of (2.16) and (2.17) into the expression for cot b 1 = i yields:
1 ) "°On. _ ( 2p^uf 92 koa3 o( n o, l^) (jr( koa ) n i( koa) — i ji (koa)) , (2.18)
no•
where ko is the value of k belonging to Eo = Cl + w(2no + 1, + 2 ). Now E
Eo+2wAn.-Eo+AE.
Behaviour of ten.:
For n.o a positive integer, 1/F(—no) = 0, so we can rewrite AD ( no,l,):
A
1 2 r(—1
-
 — 2) 2
,40( n o, lc) _ (Mcwa2 )I +i e—E i,Wa 1 ( _no. lc + — i Pcwa
2
 
) . (2.19)
r(—n.o-1^— 2
Here we used the fact that
r(-1— 2)/r(—no —1- 1 ) = (-1)n°r(n.o+1+ 2)/ r ( l + 2)
So we find
.Ao(no, l^) = (- 1 ) n° I Ao( no, l^)I • (2.20)
In order to determine the behaviour of the poles, we still have to look at the expres-
sion —ikoa jl (koa)hi t) (koa). We discriminate between energies above and below the
threshold.
I. E>C2,ko>0:
Using (2.18) and (2.20) we find for An:
ten. = 2p pf 9z ko a3 J Ao( no, l^)I (ii(h:oa)n i (koa) — i ji (boa)) (2.21)
Thus we can extract an expression for Im(Ln) and conclude:
Im(^n.) < 0. (2.22)
The real part may be anything, but we see that poles tend to go into the nega-
tive imaginary energy plane (E
 n) for poles that lie above the meson-meson
threshold!
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g E(1S) E(1P) E(2S)
0 3.408 3.598 3.787
0.1 3.407 3.597 3.785 -0.000286 i
0.5 3.364 3.565 3.738 -0.004672 i
1.0 3.155 3.342 3.642 -0.001462 i
1.4 2.794 2.946 3.601 -0.000004 i
1.5 2.677 2.822 3.595
2.0 1.955 2.070 3.576
Table 2.1: The energy eigenvalues (in GeV) for different values of the coupling.
II. E < C2, ko.= ino, no > 0:
Using [Abr65, Bat53j we find:
—ikoaji(koa) hi' (koa) = — I1+ i ( hoa) K1+l (noa)i z
In this case
Im(An.) = 0 and Re(Ln) <0, (2.23)
which means that poles tend to move along the real axis towards smaller energy
values as the strength of the coupling increases.
Note that h+i (x) and K1+ i (x) are both positive for positive x.
2 2
2.1.5 Energy shifts
We have seen how the energy levels can be calculated when the coupling of the
meson-meson channel to the qq channel is increased. In Table 2.1 the energy levels
for some values of g are listed. Note that for values of the energy above the threshold
— taken to be twice the meson mass (M = 1.8 GeV, m, = 1.562 GeV) — the energy
becomes complex due to the coupling (as we saw in the previous section). Once the
energy comes below the threshold, the energy becomes real again.
2.1.6 Wave functions for bound states
In one of the previous sections we calculated the residue of the S-matrix for bound
state poles. Now it's easy to calculate the normalized wave functions for bound
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states using this residue. The wave functions for bound states may be obtained by
solving the Schr&dinger equation (2.1) for bound state energies: E = —^:.2/2µf+C2.
The wave functions are analogous to those for "positive" energies (see (2.5)):
= ci (p wr
z)(l
 1)/ 2 e- 21"°".2(—n,1c + 3/2 ; p wrz ) /F ( l, + 3/2) (2.24a)
t,b>(r) = cz (µcwr 2 ) (1 +1)/2 e-2 °"rZlY(—n,1c+3/2;,u wrz ) (2.24b)
0<(r) = c3 iKr j,.(inr) (2.24c)
45>(r) = c4 ir ( h1. (ii. r) + h(ir)8) (2.24d)
Now E = 
—w(2n. + 1, + 2) + Cl . With S = 1 + T, and T = E o on a pole we
find for t5>(r) poie:
0>(r) = C4 iK.r hif)(in.r ) E C E0
Using the fact that the residue is proportional to the square of the asymptotic nor-
malization constant: c4 = /i f / . C, and using the relations for the (dis)continuity of
the wave functions and their derivatives, we obtain expressions for the normalization
constants:
C3 = C4 ( 1 + in.z1(ii,a)/ji,(iKa))
z t (1,-1) 	1 E^ ^a 2 3 z (J)cz=c4 µc ga(p cwa ) 1 z 4i(—n.,1. + 2;pcwa )in,ah i  (z a)
r(-)/r(i + 3) 2 	(2.25)
c i = c2 I' ( l + 2) ( —n , l + 2; µcwaz)/D(—n, lc + 2; ucwaz)
Note that the factor E cEo disappears in the normalization, because it is an overall
factor.
Combining (2.24c) and (2.25) yields the expressions for the normalized wave
functions for bound states, which we will use in calculating the leptonic widthsz
and electromagnetic transitions (see Chapter 4). In Figure 2.1 the 1S, 1P and 2S
(corresponding to J/o, xó , and 0' respectively) radial wave functions are plotted
for a value of the coupling constant g = 1.0. Note the discontinuity of the derivatives
of the wave functions at r = a -- 1.4 GeV -1 , where the coupling of the two channels
takes place due to the delta-function b(r—a). Because of the conservation of angular
momentum an S wave in the confined channel yields automatically a P wave in the
free channel (i.e. the mesons are in a. relative 1 = 1 motion) and vice-versa.
2 via the van Royen-Weisskopf forniula [Roy67]: F_ = 167re9o 2
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Figure 2.1: The 1S, 1P and 2S two-channel radial wave functions for g = 1.0.
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g = 0.001 g = 1.0 experiment
FJ/ .ee (keV) 1.3 2.7 4.72 ± 0.35
r ,-_,ee (keV) 1.3 0.6 2.15 ± 0.21
Table 2.2: Leptonic widths of J/zb and '.
r (keV) g = 0.001 g = 1.0 experiment
+ y 2.7 2.7 0.86 ± 0.23
-4 r►  +y 11.9 0.007 0.68 ± 0.19
-
4
 g,+y 1.4 1.4 0.43-2.8
w' --^ JN + y 3.8 1.4
+ y 46 24 22.6 + 4.4
-- x +y 48 24 21.1 ± 4.2
- x +'Y 38 19 19.0 ± 3.9
x - J/ rb + -y 265 139 95 ± 46
Xi -- Jij' + 
-
y 525 294 < 355
t2 --' J/4' + -y 909 520 351
+165
-125
Table 2.3: Electromagnetic decay widths of Ml and El transitions in charmonium.
In Table 2.2 the decay widths are displayed for the decay Jij' -> e+ e- and
zL' - e + e
-
 for g = 0.001 (i.e. a harmonic oscillator) and g = 1.0. We clearly see
the influence of hadronic decay on the decay widths: for a harmonic oscillator the
width decreases for increasing radial quantum number n, but the effect of the decay
into mesons reverses this behaviour. In Table 2.3 the electromagnetic decay widths
are calculated. Experimental data are taken from [PDG88].
We observe from Table 2.3 that the decay widths decrease due to the coupling
to the meson-meson channel. We expect that in the full model these widths will
decrease even further, because a larger part of the total wave function will go from
the quark-quark wave function to the meson-meson wave function. (This argument
also hoids for the leptonic decay widths.) But on the other hand there will also be
cont.ributions from processes like ( MM) -+ (MM)' + y to the total width. We see
that the widths for the El transitions agree very welf with experiment.
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2.1.7 Phase-shifts and Cross-sections
Witti the information we have obtained so far we are able to plot the phase-shifts b,
as a function of the energy for different values of the coupling constant g (Figure 2.2).
As the partial wave cross-section is related to the phase-shift, it is very easy to
calculate:
o- = 4 (211 + 1) sine bi . (2.26)2
In Figure 2.3 the cross-sections are plotted in the same way as the phase-shifts.
If we compare Figure 2.2 with Figure 2.3 we see that every time the phase-
shift passes 90 degrees (modulo 180 degrees), the cross-section reaches a maximum
(sint = 1). In each interval of 2w (= 0.379 GeV in our case) a maximum occurs,
corresponding to increasing radial quantum number n.
If we look at Fig. 2.3 we might suspect that the resonances can be described
by the Breit-Wigner formula. Let us show that this is indeed the case for small
coupling constants. We can write the cross-section as
Iz
4.z (211 + 1) I S 2i 11 (2.27)
with S the S-matrix as defined in (2.13). We write out S — 1 for small coupling
constant g (using (2.11), (2.16) and (2.17))
(_1)no+i no!/ n. n,(koa)S — 1 = 2i 2
1t°li1 g 2 ko a3 .7/ ( koa ) Ao + ji(koa)
_ 4iow jr ( koa)o.A
E — Eo + 2/3wn i (koa).410 — 2i0w)ojt(koa)
with
E—Eo
Ln =
2w
( -1 } no+i
° 2µ°h1 gZ ko a3 ^i(koa) .
n.o.
At a resonance b = 90°, hence cot b = 0. This yields
1 n.l(koa) 
—cot b = 
ón 3j,( ko a )^10 + .71(koa) — 0 ,
(2.28)
where now Lin = ( ER — Eo)/2w. So we write
ER —
 
Eo = —2/3wnj (k.oa).,4o , (2.29)
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Figure 2.2: The phase-shift versus the energy.
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Figure 2.3: The cross-section versus the energy.
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and if we define
r/2 = —20wj,( koa )Ao , (2.30)
then we find
S - 1 = E
R — 
i
E
r
 
—ir /2
	( 2.31)
Note that if we examine the expression for Q and use (2.20) and (2.30), we see that
r>0.
This gives the Breit-Wigner formula for the cross-section:
CT
i = 
42 ( 2lf + 1) ['2 /4 (2.32)( E— ER)2+r2/4
Indeed, from Fig. 2.3 we see that for a small coupling constant the cross-section has
the Breit-Wigner form.
2.2 The unitarized meson model
The Unitarized Meson model of the Nijmegen group differs from the above presented
simple model on several points. First of all the number of channels is enlarged to
n confined (permanently closed) channels and m free (scattering) channels. The
notion of several confined channels instead of one enables us to describe states that
are mixtures of different quark flavours, for example the 17 and the 1'. In case
of charmonium and bottomonium there is only one confined channel. The m. free
channels represent different (virtual) decay channels, each with its own threshold
and coupling strength. The latter originates from the recoupling of the four quarks
into two mesons (refer to [Bev83a, Bev86a]).
Secondly, the central equation is still the Schródinger equation, but some rela-
tivistic dynamics are added. This is done by deriving the Schródinger equation from
a Bethe-Salpeter equation via a Blankenbecler-Sugar—Logunov-Tavkhelidze equation
and a Lippmann-Schwinger equation (refer to [Bev83b]). This means that the en-
ergy, E, and the reduced mass, Et, are defined by
E_ X1, 2 +m1+ +m2, (2.33)
1 dk
2
_
Fl 2 dE '
where k is the propagation vector. In the confined channels, however, the non-
relativistic limit of (2.33) is used and also in the free channels for energies lower
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than the threshold. The Schrddinger equation now reads
d
z
+ L( r21) + 2µ(E ) V(r ) — k2 ( E)}  E( r ) =0. (2.34)
where L, p, and k2 are (n + m.) x (n + m.) diagonal matrices and V is the (n + m.) x
(n + m) potential matrix. The potential matrix has the form
V(r)
=
 ( V.,
V )
( r ) 1' 1
(2.35)
t „, T 
where V(r) = Zµw2 r2 is the diagonal confining harmonie oscillator potential matrix,
T is the diagonal threshold matrix, and U , can be written as
( V^,^)^; = 9wcij V mpvj„t( r ) , (2.36)
where g is the dimensionless overall coupling constant, w the universal harmonie
oscillator frequency, c= j are the recoupling coefficients (gc L^ are the coupling strengths
mentioned above for the separate decay channels), V m, is an empirical factor 3
T
!mP = 7E—, (2.37)
Ti
that suppresses the influence of the higher thresholds, T2 , and v(r) contains the
radial dependence of V(r), given by
v
,n,(r ) = r e '0  , (2.38)
ro
with ro = po// w and po a constant. The justification for (2.38) to be proportional
to r lies in the fact that the transition potential couples states that differ by one
unit of orbital angular momentum. Because (2.38) has a maximum for r = ro, ro
can be regarded as the "transition radius".
The parameters in our model are the quark masses in, m 8 , m^, mb (where
m„ stands for m,, = m d) and w, g, and po. In Chapter 3 we will introduce a
few additional parameters in order to describe the P states in charmonium and
bottomonium. These parameters are determined in a fitting procedure.
3For the pseudo-scalar and vector mesons the square root in V mp contained an additional term
that governed the spin-spin splitting (see [Bev83b]). This term was already absent for the scalar
mesons (see [Bev86a]) and proves to be superfluous for the heavy pseudo-scalar and vector mesons
once spin-dependent terras are introduced in the potential (see Chapter 3).
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The Schrfidinger equation is solved numerically and to this end the potential
v;,,,(r) is replaced by a number of delta-shells with such a strength that the original
shape of v; (r) is maintained (see Fig. 2.4 and [Du182]).
I will make a little digression on the wave functions generated by the model,
because these are so important for the calculation of the radiative widths, the main
topic of this thesis. The general form of the wave function reads
cp(r) = cl F(r) + c2 G(r) , (2.39)
where F(r) and G(r) are regular at the origin and at infinity, respectively, and the
coefficients cl and c2 are chosen in such a way that (r) is regular in [0, oo] by
matching F and G at every delta-shell position. For the free channels F and G are
Bessel functions. In order to let (p(r) approach zero for r —^ oo, c l and c2 have to
satisfy (for the free channels, see [Du182])
cl /c2 --+ ik21+1 , (2.40)
where k and 1 are the momentum and angular momentum in the free channel. If we
require that relation (2.40) holds exactly for r greater than the "interaction radius",
then yp will behave properly.
Now follows a technical story about the way relation (2.40) was imposed on the
wave function in the computer program of our model (HADRON).
Let us have a look at Figure 2.4. The coefficients c l and c2 are calculated for every channel
(ICHAN=I,NCHAN) and every delta-Shell position (IDELTA=I,NDELTA+1) in subroutine COEFF; the
functions F and G are calculated for every channel and every integration step (Ix=1,Nx) in subrou-
tine FGFUN1. In subroutine WAVEFN the wave function is calculated according to equation (2.39)
in all R(Ix), (Ix=1,Nx), after the corresponding delta-shell has been determined.
The ratio x - c l /c2 differs from —ik
21+l 
less than 1% at. R=R(NDELTA). For R(NDELTA) < r
< RMAX the coefficients are all equal to those at R=R(NDELTA), so an inaccuracy in the ratio x
causes the wave function to blow up for large r. And this proved to be the case for the P states.
The solution is simply to make the coefficients at R=R(NDELTA) satisfy equation (2.40) exactly
by redefining c l and c2:
—ik21+1
cl = cl
5,4 = C2\/ —ik21+1
In this way all wave functions of the free channels are forced to approach zero for large r.
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RMAX;
IDELTA NDELTA R(JX) NX R(NDELTA+1)
Figure 2.4: The wave function and interaction potential according to the computer
program.
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Chapter 3
The Extended Model 1
3.1 Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of the colour interactions at short distances in
heavy quarkonia. To this aim we investigate in detail the properties of the interquark
wave functions near the origin in the framework of a previously developed meson
model.
Charmonium and bottomonium serve as testing ground for studies of quarkonia
in terms of effective interquark-potential models. In a recent study by Lichtenberg
et al. [Lic90] the properties of various models have been compared. A similar study
has been made in the past by Buchmuller et al. [Buc81]. The strategy behind these
models is to determine the form of the potential as to reproduce the spin-averaged
spectra of charmonium and bottomonium. A common feature of the resulting po-
tentials is that the effective interquark interaction is singular and attractive near
the origin and confining at larger distances. Another common feature is that the in-
fluence of hadronic decay has been ignored for the spectroscopy of heavy quarkonia.
In the following we will refer to these models as single-channel models.
The effects of hadronic decay, i.e. the coupling of qq states to their two-meson
decay channels, has been studied in the Unitarized Meson Model of the Nijmegen
group (UMMN) (see Ref. [Bev86a] and references therein, and [Bev83b]). The con-
clusion from that work was that the effects of the attractive singular interactions at
short distances can be ignored once hadronic decay is accounted for as far as the S-
and D-state spectra for light and heavy quarkonia are concerned.
' Co-authors: K. Metzger, E. van Beveren, and C. Dullemond. THEF-NYM Report 90.12. To
be published under the title The influence of color-Coulomb interactions on the spectra and leptonic
decay widths of charmonium and bottomonium.
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Apparently the S-state spectra are described by either a single-channel potential
with a pure (colour-) Coulomb term [Ric79], or a multi-channel description without
such a term. This means that we have to be careful with conclusions about the
influence of a Coulomb term or the influence of decay in either model type. For
example, estimating the influence of decay witkin a single-channel model with a
pure Coulomb term will result in the conclusion that the influence of decay is small,
because the bound state positions of such a model are already fitted to the S-state
quarkonia spectra without the implementation of unitarity effects. Analogously,
trying to incorporate a pure Coulomb potential into the UMMN model will result
in the conclusion that there is no need for such au interaction.
For the P-state spectrum the situation is different. The influence of the Coulomb
interaction and the influence of unitarity effects on the P-state spectrum is not the
same. Because P-state wave functions and S-state wave functions behave differently
in the origin, the positions of the P states relative to the S states are strongly
influenced by the presence of the Coulomb interaction. One may expect to mgasure
this effect by comparing the charmonium and bottomonium spectra. Note that
within UMMN the low position of the ground state is not caused by the singularity
of the Coulomb potential but finds its origin in the coupling to the meson-meson
scattering channels [Bev83c].
In addition to the relative position of the P states also the fine and hyperfine
splittings of the P states play an important role. We found that these splittings
have to be studied simultaneously with the confinement force and the unitarization
effects.
A larger influence of the Coulomb interaction can be expected on properties
which are more closely related to the shape of the wave function. Such properties
are the leptonic and the radiative decay widt.hs. Because of the success of UMMN
in the heavy and light meson spectroscopy, we feel that a test of these more delicate
properties connected to the wave functions is justified.
Previous calculations within the Unitarized Meson model without a Coulomb
contribution pointed out that the leptonic decay widths of the charmonium and
bottomonium states come out roughly a factor two smaller than the experiment.al
data. However, it should be noted that the ratios for higher recurrencies were already
correct within the unitarization scheme [Bev83c]. It may be expected that when a
colour-Coulomb term is introduced, the wave functions in the origin are enhanced
which improves the resulting leptonic decay widths. However, as we will see later
on, due to the limitation on the colour charge in order not to disturb mass-scale
invariance of the level splittings for the J"= 1- - spectrum, this enhancement
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turns out to be insufficient if the Coulomb potential is just inversely proportional
to the interquark distance. This observation is by no means in conflict with QCD,
since only at very short distances one-gluon-exchange dominates for heavy pointlike
quarks. Higher-order QCD contributions suggest that screening effects may occur
at larger interquark distances. These characteristics are combined in the expression:
te-r
Vcoviomb(r ) _ — r (3.1)
In the following we will see that a colour-exchange potential of the form (3.1) does
not destroy the S- and P-state spectrum but causes an extra enhancement of the
wave function in the origin.
The main experimental data that can provide us with clues about the contribu-
tion of (3.1) are summarized below:
• The leptonic decay widths of the 1S and 2S states of both charmonium and
bottomonium.
• The position of the 1P state between the 1S and the 2S states.
• The fine and hyperfine splittings of the P states.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 3.2 we will briefly
summarize the characteristics of UMMN; in Section 3.3 the spin-dependent forces
are discussed, and in Section 3.4 the influence of decay on the P-state spectrum is
studied. In Section 3.5 the results of a fit to the data are presented and Section 3.6
is devoted to a comparison between the model presented here and two models that
also try to describe the light and heavy mesons simultaneously. Section 3.7 contains
our conclusions.
3.2 The model
In UMMN all mesons are treated as bound states and resonances in elastic and
inelastic meson-meson scattering in the sense of S-matrix theory. Consequently,
UMMN is rather a model for the description of the scattering of mesons, than
a model for permanently bound quarks and antiquarks. This does not mean that
these mesonic bound states and resonances are to be considered as pure meson-meson
states. Quark-antiquark systems enter the model under the assumption that mesons
dominantly interact via the creation and annihilation of valence quark pairs. This
so-called quark pair creation mechanism, QPC [Mic69, Car70], couples the systems
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of two interacting mesons to the systems of one quark permanently bound to one
antiquark. Hence the bound and resonant states of the model are a mixture of pure
meson-meson molecules (in the terminology of [Wei90]) and pure quark-antiquark
states. In this approach it is essential that confinement is separated from other
effects and appears in the model as an exact property.
A zero'th-order approximation to the light and heavy meson spectra is in UMMN
obtained by placing a quark and an antiquark in a harmonic-oscillator potential
which is proportional to the flavour mass [Bev83b], i.e.
V(r) = 2µw 2 r2 , ( 3.2)
where p represents the reduced effective valence flavour mass of the quark-antiquark
system under consideration. Confinement is in this model described by one param-
eter, the universal oscillator frequency, w, which is found to be about 0.2 GeV.
In the limit of infinitely heavy quark masses, the confinement potential derived
from QCD resembles at small distances the ordinary Coulomb potential of electro-
statics. Although the spectra of Ali and T already somewhat exhibit. this Coulomb
spectrum, a more striking signature is the almost equal and flavour-independent
spacing of the JPO = 1-- states. The basic idea behind UMMN is, that this signa-
ture is the key to the confinement mechanism and therefore has to be build into the
potential in an exact way. The only potential which exhibits the equal and flavour
independent spacing in an exact way, is the harmonic-oscillator potential (3.2). A
possible scenario for harmonic forces in QCD is based on a quark-confinement neodel
using Anti-De Sitter transformations as an internal symmetry for the quark-gluon
condensate as indicated in Refs. [Bev84b, Du184a, Bev84d, Bev86b, Du188a].
The bound states and resonances in meson-meson scattering are somehow related
to the bare states, i.e. to the energy eigenstater of the confinement potential (3.2).
Their central positions and hadronic widths are strongly influenced by the transition
potential which represents the QPC mechanism. The mass differences bet.ween the
bare spectrum of (3.2) and the "physical" spectrum of UMMN are in some cases of
the order of the level spacings of the spectrum of the confining potential.
In estimating the effects of the QPC mechanism, we should keep in mind that
the strong coupling constant a, which is the main parameter for the short range
behaviour (Coulomb potential) of QCD, not necessarily has to determine the cre-
ation rate of qq pairs out of the non-perturbative vacuum in case of large kinetic
energies of t.he constituent quarks. In fact, those effects cannot be det.ermined from
first principles because of the same basic problems that make a calculation of the
qq potential at intermediate ranges impossible. The transition potential has there-
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fore to be determined empirically and depends on the choice which is made for the
confining potential. In this way we are modeling two phenomenological aspects of
the non-perturbative vacuum: i.e. the way it is responsible for confinement and the
way it governs the creation and annihilation of qq pairs.
In UMMN the transition potential for all mesonic systems of pseudoscalar and
vector type (in which the qq system is in an S state) contains a universal dimen-
sionless parameter g representing the coupling strength of the QPC mechanism (see
[Bev83b, Bev84c] for a precise definition of g). In [Bev83b, Bev84c], the value of
g has been chosen such that an overall fit of the experimental data is obtained for
this type of mesons. Since we now want to make an overall fit to the S state as
well as the P-state data the value of g may change. In what follows a comparison of
the newly determined value of g, which we shall call g, is made with the value of g
determined in [Bev83b]. This g is not universal: a distinction is made between the
g-value for the S states, called gs, and for the P states, called gp. Apart from g there
is one other dimensionless parameter determining the transition potential. This is
Po = gwr° where r° is the r-value for the potential maximum. The parameter po
is universal if flavour independente of the spectra is an exact property.
3.3 Spin-dependent forces
As mentioned in the introduction the Coulomb interaction strongly influences the
relative posit.ion of the P-state spectrum with respect to the S-state spectrum and
therefore we have to extend our model to incorporate the P states as well.
However, the study of P states cannot be complete without a discussion of the
influence of the spin-dependent forces. In this section we will do some investigations
on the splitting of the P states in charmonium and bottomonium. In Table 3.1 the
main experimental data that measure the contribution of the spin-dependent forces
are tabulated. For vector interactions one finds
=
3L•S VV(r) 2 S1•S2
V Vo(r)+ —i 
 2 m.  r + 3 m2 OV°
	(3.3)
1 ^ (r'S
)
i)Zr'Sz) Si S o l (v' - V0
m r2 3 ° r /
For stalar interactions we find
L•S V(r)
V
_ 
V° (r) 2m2 r (3.4)
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Charmonium states Bottomonium states
State Mass in MeV State Mass in MeV
J/? 3096.9 T(1S) 9460.3
0(2S) 3686.0 T(2S) 10023.3
b(3S) 4040.0 T(3S) 10355.3
r7° 2979.6 rib
77^ 3594.0
x° 3415.1 16 9859.8
3510.6 16 9891.9
xc 3556.3 ab 9913.2
MM°9 (1P) 3524 M6°9 (1P) 9900.3
h, 3525 hb 9895
lb( 2P ) 10235.3
Xb(2P) 10255.2
X6(2P) 10269.0
M6°9 (2P) 10260.2
Table 3.1: Main charmonium and bottomonium S and P states. Data are from
[PDG88] and [Bow87] for h, and [Bag86] for hb.
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Here S l and S 2 are the quark spin operators, S = Sl + 52, Vo(r) is some central
potential and m is the quark mass. In case we choose Vo = — K /r for the vector
interaction a Darwin term of the form
b(r) (3.5)
should be included. This term was in first instance neglected in Eq. (3.3) but can be
recovered by a more detailed procedure as given by Gromes [Gro77]. The singular
terms can then be combined into:
(3v1 •a2 +1)mb(r) . (3.6)
These terms present a difficulty when the coupled Schródinger equations are
exactly solved or solved in a numerical way, since they do not influence the physical
parameters and they only influence the wave functions exactly at the point r = 0,
i.e. they generate a removable singularity. The Darwin terms must therefore be
treated differently. Their influence on the physical parameters is defined as due to
lowest-order perturbation theory or lowest Born approximation. In order to reconcile
these nonzero effects with the vanishing effects mentioned earlier one must think
of replacing the delta function by a smeared-out potential, wide enough for first-
order perturbation contributions to be dominant over higher order contributions, but
sufficiently narrow for suppressing contributions to other than S states. Corrections
due to (3.6) and other singular terms will therefore be carried out in first-order
perturbation theory using the qq part of the normalized, unitarity-corrected, wave
functions.
If a screened Coulomb term of the form (3.1) is used, the Darwin terms stay the
same. For a more general analysis of the contribution of the spin-dependent forces
on the splitting of the P states it is convenient to split off the quantum number
dependence as follows
M(3P2) = MM09 + CLS - -OCT
M ( 3P1) = 111C09 — CLS + 12CT (3.7)
M( 3P0 )
 
= M Og —
 
2CLS — CT
in which
1
 3V' V'
CLS = Zm2 (
 
r'
 
—
 
r) (3.8)
CT = — m2 (VV
 
—
 
Tt ) (3.9)
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and M 09 is the center of gravity of the P triplet:
M 09 = 
1 { M( 3P0 ) + 3M( 3P1 ) + 5M( 3P2 )} . (3.10)
Here V„ and Vs denote the parts of the potential that are caused by vector interac-
tions and scalar interactions respectively.
In our model, as mentioned before, the central potential describing the inter-
action between the quarks is a combination of a pure harmonic oscillator and a
screened Coulomb potential. The harmonic oscillator part, which we shall consider
as purely of V. type, is obtained by considering the non-relativistic limit of a de-
scription based on the anti-De Sitter geometry. The spectrum of quasi-free quarks
moving in such a geometry is the spectrum of an irreducible representation of the
CAdS group which is known to be equidistant under all circumstances, i.e. it al-
ways reseinbles the non-relativistic spectrum and does not exhibit any splitting of
P states. So when the quark masses are increased in order to approach the non-
relativistic limit no L • S terms as appearing in (3.4) will be produced. Apparently
the Thomas precession term is then completely compensated.
The Coulomb term is considered to be of V„ type. Its contribution to (3.10) and
(3.13) are consequently given by:
cts = 8 2
1
( eT3 r ) +a( er2 r )} (3.11)
ar ar ar l
CT = 4- 3(-- ) +3.\(— ) +a2(eT )} (3.12)
Introducing a variable which denotes the magnitude of the Darwin terms,
cD = ^A I'F O 2 , (3.13)m2
where 'Y(0) is the value of the normalized wave function in the origin, we can write
the expectation value of (3.6) as
(3v1 •0 2 + 1)cD , (3.14)
which is the first-order perturbation contribution. The Darwin term has no influence
on the P states because for these states the qq wave function vanishes in the origin.
The meson-meson wave function then does not vanish in the origin, but in the spirit
of neglecting all direct meson-meson interactions it is supposed not to contribute.
This implies an effective absence of spin-spin dependence of the P-state spectrum
and will cause the singlet-P state ( 1 P,) to coincide with the center of gravity of
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the triplet P-states ( 3P^). The recently discovered h, and hb indeed adhere to this
relation.
As far as the S states are concerned the term (3.14) causes the hyperfine-splitting
between the triplet-S state ( 3 S1 for which o 1 •v2 =1) and the singlet-S state ( 1 S0 for
which o . a2 =-3). Between these states we have a splitting that is proportional to
A(o 1 • o 2 )=4 and it reads
1l1( 3 S1 ) — M ( 1 S0 ) = 3CD . (3.15)
In charmonium the singlet state is g, but in bottomonium it is not yet found.
3.4 Influence of decay on the .P-state spectrum
The spectrum of the P states is shifted by the presence of decay. Unfortunately we
do not know the decay potential that is present in case of P states with sufficient
precision. Of course, it is possible to derive a decay potential within the harmonic-
oscillator framework as was done in [Bev83a] and this at least gives a hint as to
its shape and magnitude. Within UMMN, however, we followed a more empiri-
cal approach and used a transition potential for the heavy-quarkonia states of the
following form [Bev83b]
z
V*,ij( r ) a gw ^c=.i exp [-2 \rol (3.16)
The c are numerical constants indicating the relative couplings of the pure quark-
antiquark states to the decay channels and are normalized such that
=1. (3.17)
For the charmonium P-states only the final meson states involving D, D and DS
have been taken into account. Valies for c are tabulated in Table 3.2.
The relative couplings to the free channels in case of the bottomonium states Xb,
xb, kb and hb are of course exactly the same, albeit that the channels are replaced
by BB, BB', B*B*, B,B B , BB B,* and BB.
The coupling constants g appearing in (3.16) are in fact overlap integrals of
the initial and final four-quark states (see [Bev83a] for details) and their relative
magnitudes can be estimated. It can then be concluded that the influence of decay
on the P states is certainly smaller than its influence on the S states because we are
dealing with l = 1 states which will result in smaller overlap integrals. However, the
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Decay Channel X° X 1 X2 h^
DD
DD' 2 13 3
D* D* 1 2 1
8 3 3
D,D,
4
D D` 1 1e 3 8
D•D • 1 1 1$ 3 12 3 6
Spin 0 1 2 1
Table 3.2: Relative couplings c of the charmonium P states to the decay channels.
precise coupling to the free channels in the case of P states has to be determined
empirically. Using the relative couplings we calculated the shift that a possible
decay is causing. Within this calculation we used the pure harmonic oscillator in
the confined channel and all the parameters that we used before to fit the S states
(see [Bev83b]).
In Table 3.3 we show the influence of decay on the 2P-1P splitting for the bot-
tomonium system. From this table we see that the coupling that corresponds to
the experimental splitting is rather small—note that g is the value of the coupling
constant needed for the pseudo-scalars and vector mesons—resulting in a smaller
influence of decay on the P-state spectrum. This agrees with what we expected.
The fine-splitting of the 3P2 , 3P1 and 3Po states is not only caused by the spin-
dependent forces as described in the previous section. Because the 3P2 , 3P1 and
3 P0 states couple differently to the decay channels they will be split if the coupling
strength is not zero. In Table 3.4 the splittings due to decay only are explicitly
given.
3.5 Results
As far as the light meson sector is concerned, there are no relevant changes with
respect to the previous predictions of [Bev83b, Bev86a]. The reason is that light
quarks do not probe the interior region of the interquark potential and thus allow
for the smearing procedure of the spin-dependent effects which has been used in
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92 / 2 h b(1P) hb (2P) hb (2P) - hb(1P)
( GeV) ( GeV) (MeV)
0.0 9.936 10.316 380
0.2 9.883 10.240 357
0.4 9.818 10.188 370
0.6 9.747 10.152 405
0.8 9.674 10.127 353
1.0 9.602 10.107 505
Exp. 9.900 10.260 360
Table 3.3: Influence of decay on the 2P-1P splitting.
g2 / 2 9
Charmonium
2 1 1 0Xc xc xc 'Ve
( MeV) ( MeV)
Bottomonium
 1 1 0
Xb Xb Xb Zb
( MeV) ( MeV)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.2 19.5 18.1 3.0 1.8
0.4 33.8 26.5 6.6 3.8
0.6 42.6 30.5 9.8 5.5
0.8 48.1 32.6 12.3 6.8
1.0 51.7 33.8 14.2 7.8
Exp. 45 95 21 32
Table 3.4: Influence of decay on the splitting of the 1P states.
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those works. In [Bev83b] the JPO = 0 -+ and 1-- predictions for bound states and
resonances in the light, meson sector are shown to be in good agreement with the
data, as well as P-wave scattering data for elastic Int and Kir scattering. Only the
pion mass is not reproduced very well in that work, as hardly had to be expected.
In [Bev86a] the JPC = 0++ resonances are discussed; especially the surprisingly good
results of the predicted cross sections and phase shifts for S-wave 7ror, K7r and rpr
elastic scattering in a model with basically no free parameters.
The model was fitted against the following observables of the heavy quarkonia:
• The first triplet-S states of charmonium and bottomonium J /', 0', T, T' and
T".
• The leptonic decay width of the first two S states F(J /0), F(0'), h(T), r(T').
• The P-state triplets of charmonium and bottomonium k°, •, 2 , k o , X6, ab.
• The first singlet-S state of charmonium
In table 3.5 a description of the paranieters and their values after fitting is given.
Note that we need a smaller value for tb than for n.,. This can be expected because
also the related n. is a running coupling constant that decreases with Q 2 . Because
we restricted ourselves in this work to the charmonium and bottomonium systems
we did not make a parametrization like was done in [God85]. Moreover, as already
mentioned in the Introduction, there is not necessarily a direct relation between c
and the strength of the Coulomb potential that describes a bound state system of
quarks. The results of the model for these values of the parameters are compared
to experiment in Table 3.6. From this table we see that the overall fit for the heavy
quarkonia in this model is rather good.
In Table 3.7 the theoretical leptonic decay widths are compared to their experi-
mental values. From this table we see that the leptonic decay widths are considerably
improved compared to the results without a Coulomb term (Ref. [Bev80]). As re-
marked before this is due to the increased wave function at the origin caused by the
presence of the colour-Coulomb interaction.
From Table 3.6 we see that the ip(2S) — '(1S) splitting is 13 MeV too small
and the T(2S) — T(1S) splitting is 33 MeV too large. The difference is 46 MeV.
Within the Unitarized Model without Coulomb this difference was 22 MeV. We
can conclude that the mass dependence that is introduced by the colour-Coulomb
potential amounts to approximately 24 MeV in the charmonium and bottomonium
systems. The leptonic decay widths improved considerably.
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Symbol Value Description
w 154 MeV universal harmonic-oscillator frequency
m 1.609 GeV mass of the constituent charmed quark
m b 4.795 GeV mass of the constituent bottom quark
gs 1.068 decay coupling constant for the S-state
spectra
gp 0.15g decay coupling constant for the P-state
spectra
n C 	0.89 the Coulomb coupling strength for the
charmonium system
Kb 	0.78 the Coulomb coupling strength for the
bottomonium system
Q 2.4 dimensionless screening parameter, re-
lated to the parameter A of equation
(3.1) given by u = ^/ µw
Table 3.5: The model parameters.
When we study the results for the P states we see that as far as the absolute
positions are concerned, the center of gravity of the X, states is slightly lower and
that of the k b states is higher than in the pure harmonie-oscillator case.
3.6 Comparison of models
In the introduction a rough sketch was given of the different possible descriptions of
the quarkonia spectra using a potential model. In this section the Nijmegen model
will be compared with two other models that try to fit the light and heavy mesons
simultaneously. These are the models of Brayshaw [Bra87] and of Godfrey and Isgur
[God85].
3.6.1 Qualitative picture
In general any potential model will have to cope with the large differences between
the light and the heavy mesons. The light meson sector is characterized by a more
relativistic behaviour of its supposed constituents. The sector of the heavy meson
exhibit less relativistic effects, can easier be described using a Schr6dinger equation
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Experimental
( GeV)
Theoretical
( GeV)
Exp - Theor
( MeV)
J/, 3.097 3.113 -16
3.686 3.683 4
4.040 4.009 20
77c 2.980 2.989 -9
r7', 3.594 3.561 33
X° 3.415 3.434 -19
X 3.511 3.494 17
Xc 3.556 3.540 16
Mco9 3.524 3.513 11
T 9.460 9.442 18
T 10.023 10.038 -15
T" 10.355 10.355 0
Xb 9.860 9.864 4
Xá 9.892 9.892 0
Xá 9.913 9.913 0
M^a9 9.900 9.901 -1
Xb' 10.235 10.168 67
Xb 10.255 10.195 60
X2 10.269 10.215 54
Table 3.6: Model compared to experiment after fitting.
re+e- (keV)
Model Experiment
J/' 5.45 4.72 ± 0.35
0' 3.35 2.15 ± 0.21
T 1.62 1.34 ± 0.05
T' 1.14 0.60±0.04
Table 3.7: Leptonic decay width of the lowest charmonium and bottomonium states.
The experimental data are from [PDG88].
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and probes the short range behaviour of the potential. All three models discussed
here have their own characteristic way of linking the sectors of the light and heavy
mesons.
• The model of Brayshaw takes as a starting point the light mesons and treats
them in a Dirac formalism thus taking the relativistic kinematics directly into
account. As far as the long range behaviour of the potential is concerned,
the light quarks can be considered to be confined within some radius R.
Because this confinement radius will result in the wrong splittings for the
heavy quarkonia (they will be much too small) the heavy mesons are treated
differently using a linear potential. The linking of the two regimes is done
by means of a term in the potential that can be interpreted as a kind of r
dependent massa In this model it is clearly necessary that the light and heavy
regienes are treated differently. This makes it possible to identify the p'(1600)
as the first excitation of the p(770).
The Nijmegen model treats the light and heavy mesons in a unified way. There
are no exceptional parameters that act exclusively in either regime. The basis
of the model is the flavour dependent harmonic-oscillator. Because of this
treatment this model identifies p'(1250) as the first excitation of the p(770).
Godfrey and Isgur adopt a Schrddinger equation using a Coulomb plus linear
term as the non-relativistic potential. Apart from using relativistic kinematics
they build a semiquantitative model of relativistic effects. This model describes
the momentsim dependence and the non-locality of the potentials. This has
the disadvantage that the parameters of the model have mainly to do with the
technicalities of the smearing process that is necessary to arrive at a useful
interpretation of the singularities in the model.
In the way it links the light and heavy meson sectors thé model of Godfrey and
Isgur can be regarded as an intermediate model between the Nijmegen and the
Brayshaw model. Contrary to the model of Brayshaw it starts off from the
non-relativistic description of the heavy meson spectra (using the Coulomb
plus linear term as done in [Eic78]). It is of no surprise that it reproduces the
shape of the bottomonium spectrum rather well.
It does not make a definite distinction between the light and heavy meson
regimes. Therefore it finds level spacings for the light mesons that are consid-
erably larger than those of the Nijmegen model but considerably lower than
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state JPQ Exp. Nijmegen Brayshaw Godfrey
( MeV) theor diff theor diff theor diff
J/zp 1 -- 3097 3113 -16 3129 -32 3100 -3
0' 1 - - 3686 3683 3 3680 6 3680 6
0" 1 -- 4029 4009 20 4246 -216 4100 -71
,q, 0-+ 2980 2989 -9 3011 -30 2970 11
ic' 0-+ 3594 3561 33 3580 14 3620 -26
X o 0++ 3415 3434 -19 3410 5 3440 -25
XC 1 ++ 3511 3494 17 3514 -3 3510 1
Xe 2++ 3556 3540 16 3540 16 3550 6
M 09 3524 3513 11 3517 7 3524 0
T 1 -- 9460 9442 18 9452 8 9460 0
T' 1 -- 10023 10038 -15 10007 16 10000 23
T" 1 -- 10355 10355 0 10342 14 10350 6
Xb
0++ 9860 9864 -4 9866 -6 9850 10
Xb 1 ++ 9892 9892 0 9910 -18 9880 12
Xb
2++ 9913 9913 0 9926 -13 9900 13
M 09 9900 9901 -1 9914 -14 9888 12
Table 3.8: Comparison of the three models with experiment.
those of the Brayshaw model. Therefore it needs a p'(1450) as the first exci-
tation of the p(770).
3.6.2 Quantitative picture
In Table 3.8 we give the theoretical results of the three potential models for the
charmonium and bottomonium systems. What we see is that the three models
roughly exhibit the same descriptive power as far as the heavy meson systems are
concerned. Unfortunately in the paper of Brayshaw the leptonic decay widths are
not given and therefore it is more difficult to compare his results to the results of
the other two models. In Table 3.9 we give therefore separately the results for the
leptonic decay widths for the Nijmegen model and the model of Godfrey and Isgur.
The main difference between the Nijmegen model and the other two is that the
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Exp. Nijmegen Godfrey
(keV) theor diff theor diff
J/?G 4.72 ± 0.35 5.45 0.7 9.95 5.2
,i' 2.15 ± 0.21 3.35 1.3 3.26 1.2
T 1.34 ± 0.05 1.62 0.4 1.43 0.2
T' 0.60 ± 0.04 1.14 0.6 0.65 0.1
Table 3.9: Comparison of the leptonic decay widths to experiment.
discrepancies between model and experiment are not uniformly distributed in the
Nijmegen model as they are in the other two models. As far as the leptonic decay
widths are concerned the Nijmegen model and the model of Godfrey and Isgur are
comparable except for the width of the J/zb state. In the last model this value is
much too high which indicates that the wave function in the origin is too high in
their model.
3.7 Conclusion
As mentioned in the Introduction it is our goal to build a model that can help to
uncover to mechanisms that cause confinement. In fact, confinement is built into
our model by means of a permanently closed channel governed by a mass dependent
harmonie-oscillator potential. The results clearly indicate that this picture of con-
finement can be maintained when confronted with the experimental results in the
domain of the P-state spectrum and leptonic decay widths.
In our interpretation of the meson spectra the decay mechanism contributes an
essential part of the description of the hadron spectra. This means that when we
are studying the form of the potential more closely by incorporating fine-tuning
effects like the colour-Coulomb interaction we should realize that the way the decay
mechanism is taken into account becomes increasingly important. This can most
clearly be seen in the splittings of the P states of the charmonium system which are
strongly influenced by the presence of the decay channels.
Within the Unitarized model the decay potential is kept simple. The localized
potentials that were calculated within the harmonie-oscillator framework [Bev83a]
were not built into the model in that form. Instead, an overall gre -R'' shape was
used. Although the correct decay potential is unknown to us, it will possess non-
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local and essentially energy-dependent terms l . A more thorough study of the decay
potential could explain the effective suppression of the influence of higher channels.
This suppression is at the moment built into our model in a phenomenological way.
It could also explain the almost absent influence of decay on the overall position of
the P statés, that was observed in Chapter 6 and possibly lead to a better description
of the P-state splitting in the charmonium system (where the influence of decay is
largest).
Along with an introduction of the final state interactions these improvements of
the model can be regarded as fine tttning the model. They do not alter the main
conclusions that can be drawn from the Unitarized model. These main conclusions
concern the shape of the potential that is responsible for the confining mechanism
(the mass dependent harmonic-oscillator potential), and the influence of decay on
the meson spectra.
Acknowledgements
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' The non-local potentials should also describe in a more detailed way the relation between the
spatial coordinate r in the confined channel, denoting the separation of the confined quarks, and
the coordinate r in the decay channels describing the separation of the decaying mesons.
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Chapter 4
Radiative transitions
In this chapter the theory of the electromagnetic transitions in quarkonium will be
presented. In the first part the expressions for the radiative widths will be derived
for the single-channel case. Then this formalism is applied to the multi-channel
model and finally the magnetic moments of the mesons involved are determined. In
order to make this chapter not entirely unreadable part of the calculations is given
in appendices.
Part of this chapter is based on previous work by Berens [Ber82] and Aerts
[Aer75].
4.1 The interaction Hamiltonian
Our goal is to describe the interaction of non-relativistically moving quarks and the
radiation field for charmonium and bottomonium. To do so, we start off with the
following Hamiltonian
Ho = He4,o + Hem, (4.1)
where (in Gaussian units)
z z
HO = 
P i + Pz + V(r) (4.2)
,
2m 1 2m2
1Hem = / da r (E2 + B2 ) ( in vacuum) . (4.3)
The subscript 1 (2) refers to the (anti)quark, and V(r) is the confining potential.
When we take into account the spin character of the quarks and apply the principle
of minimal substitution, we can rewrite Hqq,o:
H = (
o
 - (pi — giAi/c ))z + ( U 2 • (P2 — 42A2 /c))2
 
+ V(r) . (4.4)Q9 =
2m1 2m2
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A 1 ( 2) refers to the vector potential at the position of the quark with charge Ql(2 )•
Using
( r-a)(o•b)=a•b+io.(axb) (4.5)
and
pxA+Axp=—ih-B, (4.6)
we obtain
= (Pi — gi A 1 /c ) 2 (P2 — g2 A2/c ) 2 _ ql h 	qzb
HQq + 2m 2m cel B1 _ 2m U2 B 2
+V(r) . (4.7)2m i z i 2
In this expression the magnetic moment is qih/2m ic. Because S i = Za t , we have a
gyromagnetic ratio g = 2. Generalizing this ratio to g;, the magnetic term becomes
H
magn. = — ltiSi • Bi — 92S2 • B2 , (4.8)
where
qtl^z = 2m,cg` • (4.9)
Because the emission of y-rays is an internal process, not depending on the motion
of the qq-system, we choose the center-of-mass frame of the quarks as our reference
frame. The center-of-mass effects do not contribute to the transition amplitude
in any reference frame of physical interest, because these effects give rise to longi-
tudinal contributions, which vanish in the transverse gauge that we will use (see
Ref. [Mos87]). We will take into account the effects of recoil of the final state by
taking for the photon momentum
Mi — M2
p= c,2M;
where 11M;(f) denotes the mass of the initial (final) state.
To split off the C.M. motion, we first define
(4.10)
M=m.I+7n.2,
_ 
m l r l + m.2r2
R
ml + m2
p=Pi+P2,
m1mz
m.l+mz
r2 = (-1)i µ r
m;
(Pi _ P21
P=µ
` Jm1 m2
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
(4.11c)
(4.12)
This gives
2 2 p2
p2
2m, + 2m2 2M+2µ
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If we define an expression for the vector potential analogously to equation (4.11c)
Q.A. g1 A1 + q2A2 (4.13a)
A = µ - ,4 ( q,Ai gzAz l (4.13b)\ M1 mz  
we obtain an analogue of equation (4.12)
(Pi — gi Ai/c) z + (P2 — g2A2 /c ) 2 = ( P — QAIc)z + (p — gA/c)z (4.14)
2m 1 	2rn2 2M 2z
Now we subtract the kinetic term for the C.M. motion to obtain the Hamiltonian
that we will use for our calculations
H= Hqq + Hem +H;nt (4.15)
where
Hqq = 2 + V(r) ,
	
	 (4.16)
z
Hint = --P A + Hmagn + 2µiAz . (4.17)
Here we used [p, A] = 0, which holds due to our choice of gauge V • A = 0.
4.2 Choice of basis
To calculate the transition probabilities, we will use a representation in which Ho
is diagonal. Our Hilbert space will be the tensor product of the two Hilbert spaces
spanned by the complete sets of eigenfunctions of Hqq and H„„. Then H;,,t can be
considered as a perturbation. Because we consider the emission of single quanta, we
only have to perturb to first order in the coupling constant. Thus we can neglect
the term of H;nt proportional to qz . First we will find all eigenstates of Hqq and Hem
separately and we simply have to multiply them to find the eigenstates of H9q Hem.
Starting with the eigenfunctions of Hqq, we make the assumption that they can
be described by the quantum numbers EJLS, J, L, S, M, and P, which means that
we must have, as is the case in our model,
[He- J2 I = [Hq9+ L 2 ) _ [Hq- Sz ] = [H99+ J=] = ^Hq4+ P ] = 0 (4.18)
where L, S = S, + Sz and J are the total orbital angular momentum, the total
spin and the total angular momentum respectively and P the panty.
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In the coordinate representation we can use as basis
(rI EJLS, J, L , S , M , P ) = R ( r ) > C , (4.19)
m,µ
where
4= C Y V X 0,1 X ,2 ) ( 4.20)
µi.µ2
is the spin function, Y, are the spherical harmonics, CN is the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient, and R satisfies the radial Schródinger equation HgqR = EJLSR.
For the eigenstates of HQ1t1 we notice that they must satisfy the vector Helmholtz
equation, which follows from the Maxwell equations for regions where there are no
sources present:
(
 
+k ) A=0. (4.21)
It is convenient to introduce the spherical basis vectors in IR3
ef = : (ex ±iel) (4.22)
co = ez .
These vectors will be chosen such that ef coincides with the right (left) handed
polarization vectors of the photon and eo with the direction of propagation of the
photon.
Any vector can be written as
a = E(- 1)"aµe_µ (4.23)
µ
and we have the relations
= ( - 1)µe_µ
seµ' eµ' _ 1)µ e_µ eµr = Sµµ . (4.24)
CLµ = eµ • a .
If we define the spherical vector harmonics
Y LM( T ) _ > C Mm u YM m( r )em , ( 4.25)
m
we are able to write down a complete set of solutions f of equation (4.21)
ƒjLM(r ) = 2kjL(kr)YLM(r) (4.26)
with
Jd3rfkLM(r)fk'L,M,(r) = 2ir (k —% ) bJJ' 5LL' ÓMM' . ( 4.27)
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With an eye on the transversality condition V • A = 0, we can define three linear
combinations of the f's for fixed J (see Ref. [Ros55])
ÍkJJM(r ) = fkJM(r ) (4.28)
_
fkJM(r ) —
J+1
2J + 1 ƒk -1M(r) ^J+ ^kJ+1M(r) (4.29)
f kJM(r ) =
J
2J + 1 fk
++ 1
-1M( r ) + 2J + 1 fkJ+1M( r) . (4.30)
The first two combinations are transversal
V
' fkmi^r =V ' ÍkJM =0 (4.31)
and the last combination is longitudinal
V x f kJM = 0. (4.32)
We will only consider the transversal combinations (because of our gauge), which
satisfy in addition to equation (4.31)
ef = (m)kJMQ X —2%ï,f kJM
v 
X 
f (-
 
kJM = ikfkJM
(4.33)
where we dropped the subscript 1 from e l , as we will do in the remainder of this
work.
Now we are able to write down the expression for the vector potential in this
basis (see Appendix A)
A(r^, t) = 4^rfi,c / fk,mi)ahn(f dk 1 k)e + h.c. , (4.34)
l,m,i
with i E {e, m.} and a(k) the annihilation operator of a photon with momenturn
k and quantum numbers 1, in.
It is possible to derive a different expression for the f W ` ) 's, using the fact that
1 
LY —_ Yl
/1(l+1)
 
 
m( ) m(r") . (4.35)
This yields
2k
f
(
ii+r (r) 
= I(1 + 1)
j
l
(kr)LYm(T) (4.36)
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and
f(r) 
= —V x 
f(r)
= 1vL 
2k
x 
ik l(l + 1)
j!(kr ) Ym(r) . (4.37)
Using
V x L = -i (-v(1 + r • V) + rv z ) (4.38)
we can define the vector-potential density amplitudes
Aklm(r:, t) = 47r 2hw (V i (l + ro) + krt)
1
7t( kri)Ym(r t)a ( k )e 
t
+h.c. (4.39)
l(l + 1)
t) = 47f h2 w 1 j!(kri ) LYm(ri)a1m)(k)e-iWt + h.c.l(l +1)
(4.40)
Because our expression for H;nt only contains the vector potential A and the mag-
netic field B, we only need the field amplitudes Aklm and Bklm , which can be
calculated with the help of B = V x A and relations (4.33), (4.36) and (4.37).
B (r^, t ) _ -ik.
1
 2h„ l(l + 1)
j
e(kr;)LYm(ri )Qim(k)e EWt + h.c.
(4.41)
a \Bkmm (r„ t) = i 4^r 2hca v;(1 + r —) + k2r; I
1 /
l(l + 1) 7!(^
:ri)Ym( r i )aim
) ( h )e i"'t + h.c. (4.42)
4.3 The matrix elements of Hint
We are going to calculate the matrix elements for the following type of transition
(g4)E3 L S,J,L,S,M,P -+ ( qq ) E ' ,J',L',S',MI,PI + yklmi .. (4.43)
We write the matrix elements as
( ,p,klm , i1 Hmt1 ,p,0) = ('p' I Hínt(klmi)1 p) (4.44)
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where
H=nt (klmi) = (klmiIH=nt I O) , (4.45)
where is understood that H i„ t only acts on the photon vacuum, and
,P) = 1 EJLS, J, L, S, M, P)q . (4.46)
First we will calculate the potential amplitudes in the notation H „ with i E {m, e}
and j E {o, s}; o for orbital, s for spin. We define
Hái n = (klm.i l — µpp ' AI o) (4.47)
H; = (klm.i I
 - µ 1 S 1 B1 - {c2 ,S2 • B 2 0) . (4.48)
Let
q = qi = -q2 (4.49)
and using Ym` = (-1)m Y! m and equations (4.11b), (4.13b), (4.39)-(4.42), we can
write for the orbital potential amplitudes
H(
oj
 
_ (-1)m+l q 4^r 2ftw
l(l + l)
{ 1 ( !ii(  + r r^ ) + m1 1^r^ jt( Ml r)
2c2 pZ —(1+r—)+     _•Or j,(,m2kr) j
l t m(*)e i t , (
-ih.cV) (4.50)
H
ó;M = ( -1)m 1( q 1) 47r 2ftu^
1lm.1cz3t( ±_ lor) + (-1)
1
___
 jt( ±_kr )} LY'm(*)e't . (-ihV)
 m1 m2c m2
(4.51)
We observe that the parity of Hó ,m is P = (-1)', so Hó ^;, L contributes to El radiation.
The parity of Hójm is P = ( -1) t+l , so Hó^„, contributes to Mt radiation. Note that
for equal masses m. 1 = m 2i H(e) vanishes for even 1 and H(m) for odd 1.
The expressions for H M in the above notation are not hermitian, but this is a
matter of notation (only the creation part is written down)—of course the operators
are still hermitian. Note that the V/k's and L's act up to Y! m(r) • The ihV's
act upon the wave functions, between which these potential amplitudes are to be
sandwiched in order to obtain the matrix elements.
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For the spin potential amplitudes we obtain the following expressions
igh.w
H;i;,
`
 _ (-1)n` l(l + 1)
{2m1 (c231 Ml r)Sl — (
-1 ) , 2m2c2i1( m2 kr ) S2} LY'm(T)e:me
(4.52)
_ ighw
H,
'
IM 
—
 
( _1)m_
 
l(1 + 1)
J 9i (m
 
\µ1v(1+r3) + ml kr) jg ( ml ^:r ) S^
+(-1)' 9
 
( ( iµv+rar)+,m2kr'\7j(m2^:r)•S2}
,^.1m(T)eiw^
(4.53)
contributing to E! and Mi radiation respectively.
The calculation of the matrix elements (cp' HI';,; Sp) (i E {e, m}) is tedious but
straightforward. In Appendix B some steps in the derivation are listed.
Summing the two contributions from equations (4.50) and (4.52), we get for the
total electric matrix element
( I HÍm I t7) = 2q 49i 2lWeit(hw+E'—E)/h
( -1)m+L'G M M (2J + 1)(2L + 1)(2 1 + 1)(2L' + 1) r L' 1 L
47r \ 0 0 0
 
bss' J 1 J'{(_l)J+L'+S'+1
ll + l( ) L L' S ' L ] 
(R1 + R2)
L 1 L'
+(-1)SI+s2+1 (2l + 1)(2S + 1)(2S' + 1) S 1 S'
J l J'
• (-1)sgi mc2 S1( S1 + 1)(2S1 + 1) S 
i 
S2 S1 J R1?—
'
hw r 1 l( -1) 
+s 
92 
rn c2 
S2(S2 + 1)(2S2 + 1)1I S2 1  52 J 
Roei 
1 (4.5 4)S1
where are radial integrals:
Ró^ = f dru^,,(r)ji( ^ kr)uw(r)
o m,
(4.55)
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R1 = f'dru^,(r)(l+r0
µ
R2 = f dru; (r)
fiiw
m. l m. l c'
(^i( ,_ _ r) — (- 1 )'ij(_-kr )) u , ( r ) (4.56)
ij ( %ir) - ( -1)'m2 m2 Z^l( mz kr ),j1 r ^I u^G(r)
(4.57)
with u(r) = rR(r); R(r) satisfies the radial Schródinger equation HQgR = EJLsR
for the state I2).
Summing the two contributions from equations (4.51) and (4.53), we get for the
total
 magnetic matrix element
^ ^ I 
H
Ím 
)
I
 
^) = iq 4n 
n.wett^aW+E'-E)/R
+ 1)(2L' + 1)( -1)m+L'+^CM mM ' ( 2J
V 41r
•
sss ( -1)J+L+s'(21 + 1) L' L 1
J J' S
{^1(2L +3)(L+1) 1/ L O 1 ) [ L+1) Ra'-t0 1 1
-
— (2L — 1)L 1 0
L' 1 
L 1 ) R3•L+ 1 11 1 L 1] 0 0
 
+2(_1) s1 2+1 \/(2L (2L + 1)(2S + 1)(2S' + 1)
91 2m c2(-1)s S1( S1 + 1)(2S1 + 1)
S 1
S
S1
l(21 + 3)
L 1 +1 L'
S 1 S' L' 1 +1 L(0 0 0) ói+1 —
J 1 J'
/(1+1)(2l-1)
L 1 -1 L'
S 1 S' (L' 1 -1 0) Roz i
J l J'
+(-1)'92 fi-w 2 ( -1)s S2( S2 + 1)(2S2 + 1) f S 1 S' l2m.2 c L S2 Sl SZ J
d(2l+3
L 1 +1 L'
S 1 S' l
(L
Rói+1 —
J 1 J' /
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L 1-1 L'
( l + 1 )( 21— 1) S 1 S'
L' l 
0 
1 ó) R0,1o,t- i
J 1 J'
(4.58)
where
R
3,L = f °° dru , (r) I h jr( µ kr) + (-1)' h jz ( M
/
kr) (Or+ L)u ,(r)o \m.lc m l m2c m.2 r
(4.59)
Note that the matrix elements above contain a factor q, because we wrote the
magnetic moment p — q. This implies that uncharged particles give vanishing matrix
elements. However, uncharged particles with an anomalous magnetic moment may
contribute. In this case we will have to write the magnetic moment  explicitly in
the expressions above.
4.4 Transitions in a multi-channel model
Now that we have derived the expressions for the matrix elements, we have to check
what must be done to apply this formalism to a multi-channel model. The specific
way in which the radiative decays are incorporated depends on the details of the
model. As far as strong decay is concerned, however, there are only a few possibilities
for the transitions in these decay channels. In general the Hamiltonian in matrix
form looks like
HgQ1 ... V Q,gqt Vg91MR?i ...
 Vq1MM,
H —_ Vg9lq$t ... Hg4t Vgq,Mft, ... V,q„MMt (4.60)
Vgqimk, ... Vg9,MMi HMMI ... VMM,MMI
V
gq,
MM
,
 VMM1MM, ... HMM,
if there are k qq channels and 1 M11-1 channels and V denotes the coupling between
the channels i and j. Our Unitarized Meson model [Bev80, Bev83b, Bev83cj has
one quark-antiquark channel and eight meson-meson channels for charmonium and
bottomonium (see also Table 4.2), and there is no mixing between the meson-meson
channels, so VMMMM, = 0 (all i, j).
When we are dealing with electromagnetic transitions, we have to substitute
Ha&; — H0,.&, + Hint,««; • (4.61)
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pair(s) charmonium bottomonium
(q) J/ , 'ie, Xc T, ( 1!6), Xb
(4n ), ( n4) D°D°; D .oD'O ; 	B—B+ ; B.—B*+;
D'0 D°, D°D'0 ; B'— B+ , B—B*+;
D+D— ; D .+D .— ; B°Ë° ; B*OË.o;
D* + D — , D+ D .— B.oio , BoB.o
( qs ), ( s4) Ds Ds ; Ds+De ; B° B°; Ba°Be°;
D;+ D^ , D; D,' — BoiBo , Bs0B0
Table 4.1: Possible (qij) and (gQ),(Q4) pairs for charmonium and bottomonium.
This means that we get two types of transitions:
(q4) —' (q)'+ 7 , (4.62)
and
( M1 M2) —, ( M1 M2 + y , (4.63)
where the prime expresses the fact that the quantum numbers of the final quark-
antiquark (meson-meson) state have changed with respect to the initial state. Be-
cause we took VMM;M1y, = 0, we will not consider processes like
( MM M2 ) — ( M1 M2 ) + y . (4.64)
In other words, we neglect the internal structure of the mesons. The processes that
remain ((4.62) and (4.63)) are nevertheless essential in any model with a coupling
of quark-antiquark channels to strong decay channels. Thus the following treatment
of radiative transitions in a multi-channel model is of general interest.
Let us look at the possible channels for charmonium and bottomonium (only OZI-
allowed quark-pair creation is taken into account) in Table 4.1, where n denotes non-
strange quarks. For details on our multi-channel model, see the references mentioned
above.
The pairs in a separate channel have the same values for the quantum numbers
E, J, JJ , P, C, and 1 ( C is C-parity and 1 is isospin). The c and b quarks are isospin
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singlets, so all channels must have I = 0. This yields for the D and D' mesons the
following I = 0 wave functions
' Db = 7 (SD + SD- — SDoSD°
SD • OD _ (SD•+SD- — SD'°SD O
 ) (4.65)
SDU = f (eD + D eDoS15'o)
and analogous wave functions for the B and B* mesons.
For the D„ D**, B, and B8 mesons we simply have
SXY = SXSY (4.66)
where X is one of D, DB+ , B°, or B8° and Y one of their antiparticles.
For a state consisting of a particle and its own antiparticle we know that the
C-parity
C = (-1) z,+S
	(4.67)
with L the relative orbital momenturn and S the total spin. So the MM, 11111*,
DI8 1tI , and M M8 (with M = D or M = B) and qq states are C-parity eigenstates
and C can easily be computed:
C1]áx = ( _ l)L+S C (4.68)
where X refers to any of the above mentioned particles.
For the other states we had liked to have an analogue of equation (4.68):
C,q = (-1)
L+s
gX Y . (4.69)
Let's write
M'N,,MA-1' — ,r ( 7)M"M 71MM•) (4.70)
nr„M.M; —f V)M; M 7IM, M71M; :
which are eigenstates of C with C = (_ 1)L+s for the plus sign and
C = ( _ 1)L+s+1 for the minus sign. So we can always construct a state with the
desired C-parity.
Now we can decide what particles can be in the different channels. We have qq
channels, channels with a mixture of D + D - and D°D° ( B+ B - and B°B°), channels
with D' + D - , D rOD°, D+ D' - , and D°D*0 ( B*+ B - , B iOB°, B+ B' - , and B°B *0),
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channels with D*ID*' and D*+D'- (B*+.B' - and B sOB'0 ), channels with
( Bij), channels with DDj and D, D; - (B;°B° and B°), and channels with
D; -'-D; - (B;°B;°). We will neglect the mass differences between the charged and
uncharged mesons.
In general a wave function can now be written as (cf. equation (4.19))
(r &) = REJLS( r ) Y,
y(ts)
( r" )e1-0r1C (4.71)
where Y ( f) is composed of the orbital angular momentum and the spin function
according to
YM(LS)(T) _ L, C ML 'm - ,H Y (M-m T)Xm (4.72)
m
and x;n is composed of the spin functions of the different particles. Furthermore we
have to keep in mind that for the quark (fermion) channels we have P = (-1)L+1
and for the meson (boson) channels P = (-1)L.
If we limit ourselves to transitions with a relative orbital angular momentum of
the mesons L equal to 0 or 1, we see that we can think of the problem in terms
of a 9-component wave function and a 9x9-matrix that represents the interaction
Hamiltonian. Then this matrix has a diagonal block form. In Table 4.2 the different
channels with their relative L and S values are listed. Note that for bottomonium
we take the same channels as for charmonium, i.e. we do not look at transitions
involving bc mesons.
We write the state vector as
I WEJPC) = I0g4) + I WMJI) + I'OM • M,MAf • ) + I bM"M') +
WM.M,) + I WM;M.,M.M;) + I WM;M;) . (4.73)
Here we have to bear in mind that IV,^. M.) and I z0M.,yë) are composed of two parts:
^) = I'1)L 1 sl + I ij'2)L2S2 (4.74)
because we have two possible L, S combinations for these channels (see Table 4.2).
The normalization of this state vector is, of course,
(wEJPCI4'EJPC) = (Y'g9I4 q7) + ... + ( bM; M; I wM; )f;) = 1 , (4.75)
for all wave functions are normalized separately. This yields for the transition matrix
element
('EJPCI Hint) tEJPC) = ( qql Hsnt,gqI Y qq) +... + (ij M; M; I Hint,M; M; I 7 M; z r) . (4.76)
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JPC = 0+- 1-- o++ 1++ 2++
channel contents L S L S L S L S L S
1 qq 00 01 11 11 11
2 MM x 1000 x x
3 M`M, MM • 11 11 x 01 x
4 MM 11 10 00 x 02
5 M'M' x 12 x x x
6 AI, M, x 10 00 x x
7 M, M„, M, M„ 11 1 1 x 0 1 x
8 MI MI 11 10 00 x 02
9 M; M; x 12 x x x
Table 4.2: Possible channels for charmonium and bottomonium states with
JPC = 0+- 1--, 0++ 1 ++ 2++ . An x indicates an empty channel.
Hínt,9q links states with different C-parity and does not affect the isospin. So if we
have states with different C-parity, we can extract the C- and I-parts of the wave
function (after the action of Hínt on these parts), which yields a factor 1. States
with equal C-parity give vanishing matrix elements. This means that we have the
situation of Section 4.3:
( qql Hínt,vl i,b4i) = (p ql Hínt,gql ^pq9) , (4.77)
where refers only to the E, J, L, S, M, P part of the wave function.
For channels containing more than one pair of particles, The C- and I-parts of
the wave function may give extra factors. We will start with the MM channels:
( `^MMI Hint,MMI WMM) = (^MI61I Hint,MMI'PMKI)
• 2 (SMSM — \/t t (SM+SM — SM°SM°) ^MM^MM
2^^MM I Hínt,MMI 'PMi%) ( M+SM-SM + SM- + SM°SMo SMo. MO)
— ^MM íntMM ^PMM) (4.78
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In the last step we used the fact that the uncharged M mesons don't contribute,
because Hint is proportional to the charge. In exactly the same way we obtain
a factor z for the M`M channel, but here is a problem because of the possible
anomalous magnetic moment of the uncharged vector mesons. A discussion of this
problem will be postponed until Section 4.5.
For the ( M, M,),(M,M;) channels the isospin part yields a factor 1 and the
C-part gives the following contribution:
^`^ly!M..Il1,M; 1 Hint,M; M„M,M; L'M;Jf.,M.JtTf;);
_ i c C
_ \ M;M „M. 1^1, I Hin,M M„M.M;  ^'M; M„M.M;) 2 (lM% M, 7lM,1N, )
= ( M;M,(Hin,M;2tgjPM:Jr.) + ( ; I Hint,M,M; I M, i ))
_ (4M;M,I Hint,M,M,IWM.M , (4.79)
where we used in the last step equations (4.54) and (4.58), the explicit values for
1, S, and S' for the transitions we will consider (see Figure 4.1 of Section 4.6) and
the fact that we simply have to exchange the indices 1 and 2 in the matrix element
for M; M, to get the matrix element for M,M, . Note that for magnel:ic transitions
the part of
 proportional to the radial integral R3 vanishes, because the terms
with the indices exchanged cancel the original terms for 1 = 1. This is indicated by
the accent in Hint.
The M,M, and M, M; channels cause no problems and yield factors 1, but the
B; mesons only contribute through their anomalous magnetic moments.
The last channel we have to look at is the ( M*M),(MM`) channel. Following
the same reasoning as the one that led to equations (4.78) and (4.79), we conclude
in this case
( bM • M,M Hint,M' M • I M • IN,MM") = 2(^M • Ml Hint M • M^M'ti/ (4.80)
Summarizing this section, we conclude:
• The qq channels can be treated as was done in Section 4.3.
• All channels with M or M* mesons get an extra factor z due to the isospin
and the fact that the uncharged mesons don't contribute (see Section 4.5 for
an exception).
• All channels with M, or M, don't get extra factors from the isospin or C-parity
part of the wave function.
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• Attention should be paid to the channels with two or more meson pairs. In
our case the terms in
 proportional to R3 cancel, but this result does not
hold for arbitrary magnetic transitions. Thus equations (4.79) and (4.80) are
not generally valid.
4.5 Magnetic moments
In this section we will calculate the magnetic moments of the M* and M, mesons.
The M and M, mesons are pseudoscalars and hence they don't have a magnetic
moment. The uncharged M and M, mesons don't have a normal magnetic moment
either, but they possess an anomalous moment. We will neglect a possible internal
structure of the quarks and assume that they have a normal magnetic moment
µq = gq q9 = q9 , (4.81)
2m.gc Mqc
with gq = 2.
The next step is to write down the SU(3) and spin parts of the wave functions for
the M* and Mg mesons. The spin function describes the spin-1 state of the mesons.
In our calculations we take S. = 1 and µ in the z-direction. The state vectors read
^ D^+)=^cd)X(c)X(d) , ^B'+)=^icb)X(^^)X (b)
I D' ) =!cd)X ( )X' ( d ) , I B ' - = I ub)X'( ft)X (b)
I D.o) cu)X ( c)X ( u ) , ^B.o) = I db)X(d)X(b)
I D.o)
=Icu)X(^)X;(u) , ^ B.o)
(4.82)
=
kdb)X(d)X(b)
I DB + = I cs )X (c )X'l( s ) Bo ) = I s ),X'? ( s )X ()
^ D8 ) =^cs)X(^)Xz(s) , ^ B^°) = ^ sb) X()X (b)
The magnetic moment operator for a partiele consisting of two quarks is given by
==1:
= 2 2 (4.83)
where we used g4 = 2. The operator q;/m;c acts on the SU(3) part and gives the
value of q . /m;c for the quark it acts on. For the z-component we have
lL z =
q^ te
a: • (4.84)2 i-12 mie
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Let's start with the magnetic moment of the D* + meson
PD•+ = (DIpZID.+
_ r (cdl qz Icd) = en ^?c + 
1 
^ , (4.85)
2 x_ 1,2 mc 2c 3m. 3m
d
which yields for the gyromagnetic ratio
2m.D .+c mD.+ ( 2 1 
9n+ =
eb. F^D
•
+ = 3 \ 3m +
(4.86)
c d
For the D' - we obtain
ltD • - = — µD • + gD • - = 9D • + . (4.87)
Using the same procedure for the D"° and D i° mesons we get
MD•0_-9D-0=eh.( 2 2 l (4.88)
2c l 3m, 3m.,,1
For these uncharged particles we cannot define a gyromagnetic ratio, which is what
we had liked to do because then we can use our previously derived expressions for
the matrix elements. If we had written these expressions in terms of p instead of
gq/2m, we would have found for the channels with D mesons µD.+ + PD•o and
µo•- + jt .o respectively instead of µp.+ and µD.-. To ge t around this difficulty we
define 2mD.+ m.D.+ ( —+-- 4 2 \90 •
 =
efi. (µo
• + + PD.o) = 3 \ m.^ md 
------
J
 I (4.89)
and we will use gD . rather than gD.+ = 9D.-. Thus we account for /the anomalous
magnetic moment of the uncharged D* mesons in a natural way. Note that we
neglect the small mass difference (3 MeV) between the D*+ and the D`°.
We calculate the magnetic moments of the D, B' and B" mesons in the same
way (Table 4.3). The only difference is that in case of the B,' mesons, we have an
anomalous magnetic moment. The quark masses are fit parameters in the Unitarized
Meson model and have the following values: m.,, = md = 406 MeV, m, = 508 MeV,
m, = 1609 MeV, and m.b = 4795 MeV.
4.6 The decay widths
The Fermi Golden Rule states that the transition probability per unit time is
= Wfz = I(fITim^Ii)I2pƒ, (4.90)
lm
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1%'!
eR M/.l, (units Wie ) and g (units 3 )
Ds 4 + 1 _ 2
m me m„
D . 2 + 1
$ m m,
B+ 2 + 2 — 1
ms mu md
Ba 1 — 1
$ m6 m,
Table 4.3: (Anomalous) magnetic moments and our definition of the gyromagnetic
ratio
where up to first order
(f I TIm)I7,) = e—(hw+E'—E)ft/fl( fl
H
lm I i)
(fl H I i), (4.91)
with (f l Him) li) time independent. The density of states is pj = 1/2irbc.
Summing over the magnetic quantum numbers of the photon and the final quarko-
nium state, we obtain the expression for the decay widths
r^z) _ ,c
I(flH^ml i >1 2 . (4.92)
m,M
Now we are able to examine what type of electromagnetic transitions can occur in
charmonium and bottomonium. First let us have a look at the spectra (Figure 4.1).
As a photon has quantum numbers JPC = 1--, we can see that due to C-panty
conservation only transitions between a level with JPc = 1 -- and a level in one of
the other two columns in Figure 4.1 are possible. Because E1 radiation has panty
P = (-1)' and Ml radiation has P = (-1) l+1 , we note that between the two levels
at the left side of the figure only E l transitions with even 1 and Al, transitions with
odd 1 are possible, whereas between the two levels at the right side of the figure only
El transitions with odd 1 and M, transitions with even 1 are possible.
From the matrix elements for Hz J (equation (4.54)) and (equation (4.58))
we are able to decide which transitions are possible between the various quarkonium
states. Note that these states determine also the transitions in the meson channels
because of the coupling of the quark states with the meson states.
First we have the n3 S1 H m'So transitions. Are there electric-multipole tran-
sitions possible? The answer is no, for the first term in equation (4.54) vanishes
23PP
13I J
2 1 S0
11S0
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t3.i.
JPC = p-+ 1-- J++
Figure 4.1: Quarkonium levels and their racliative transitions
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because S S', so bss, = 0. The second term is proportional to
0 1 0
1 1 0 = (
-1) ' ^ 0 1 0
Li 1 0
^l L 1 1 1
and demands 1 = 1, but we saw above that only electric transitions with even 1 are
allowed.
How about the magnetic-multipole transitions? The 3-J symbol
l l 12 13
0 0 0
vanishes if 1 1 + l 2 + 13 is odd. So we must have, from equation (4.58), that L' + l + L
is odd so in this case 1 must be odd. From the 3-J symbols in equation (4.58), we
see that only l = 1 yields some non-vanishing terms. We conclude that between the
3 S, and ' So levels only magnetic-dipole (Ml ) radiation occurs.
Secondly we have the n 3 S1 H m 3 Pj transitions. From the 3-J symbol in equa-
tion (4.54),
(
(11 0
0 0 0)
we see that the only possibility is 1 = 1. Here we have electric-dipole (E l ) radiation.
From the 3-J symbols in equation (4.58), we see that 1 must be even (as we already
saw above), but then the 6-J symbols and the 9-J symbols all vanish. Thus for these
transitions there is no magnetic-multipole radiation.
Remains to calculate the various coefficients in equations (4.54) and (4.58) for
all transitions that are possible between the various channels. This yields for the
electric-dipole decay widths for the transitions n 3 S1 — rn 3 PJ + ry:
2
I (n3 S 1 —* m3 Pj + ry) = 3(2J + 1)cil w 
12 
f
z-
drut ,P^(r)PJ ^E^L^(r)un3S^(r)^
, °
(4.93)
(where a = e 2 /hc) and with the help of the principle of detailed balancing we obtain
for the transitions n.3 Pj —> n3S 1 + ry:
f 2
m 3 S1 + ry) = ahw J dru tspj (r)P.i ^ E ( r ) um 3 sj ( r )  , (4.94)
,_1,2 °
where the coefficients P and the operator matrices E ( ' ) (r) are defined in Ap-
pendix C.
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For the magnetic-dipole decay widths we obtain for the transitions
n
3
 S1 --+ m
1
So + ry:
a
r(
'
) ( n3S1 —> m1S0 + y ) = 3ahiw f drut ,so(r)Q("M(`)(r)un3s, ( r ) (4.95)
i=1,2
and for the transitions n 1 S0 —^ m3 S1 + y:
z
r(,) (n'So m3 S1 + y) = ahw f drut,so ( r )Q (i) M( ' i ( r )um3 s l ( r ) , (4.96)
i=1,2
where the coefficients Q ( ') and the operator matrices M(r) are defined in Ap-
pendix C.
By taking the first term in a Taylor-series expansion for the Bessel functions,
we obtain the more familiar expressions for the electromagnetic decay widths in the
long-wavelength approximation (lor < 1) in the one-channel case (see Appendix C).
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Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter I will present the results as obtained by the Unitarized Meson model
for the radiative widths in charmonium and bottomonium. This chapter is organized
as follows: first of all, I will give the results of the full model. Secondly, I will
make some approximations to the expressions for the widths and investigate what
contributions the various terras in these expressions give. In Section 5.3 our model
is going to be compared with other models and some concluding remarks are made.
5.1 Results from the model
Calculating the widths as given by formulas (4.54) and (4.58) yields the results as
tabulated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 (denoted by "full model"). The fact that two tables
were made requires an explanation. The results in Table 5.2 are called "numerically
unstable", in contrast to the as "numerically stable" denoted values in Table 5.1. By
the term "numerically unstable" the fact is expressed that in the overlap integrals
(in the expressions for the widths) appreciable cancellations occur, because the in-
t.egrand has one or more nodes. (Refer to Figures 5.1 and 5.2, where the integrands
are plotted as a function of the distance.) Because of the accuracy of the wave func-
tions, I decided to put the widths with a cancellation of the overlap integral of more
than 15-20%, say, in Table 5.2, where the percentage of cancellation can be found
too. Obvious examples of large cancellations are the so called "hindered" magnetic
dipole transitions ' -+ 17, +y and 17 -> J/%+ y, where the overlap integral vanishes
almost completely. For a non-relativistic, one-channel model it will be very difficult
to describe these hindererf transitions properly. Moreover, most models calculate the
radiative widths in long-wavelength approximation, with a magnetic dipole operator
proportional to unity, yielding exactly zero widths for orthonormal states.
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Two remarks have to be made at this point. The recoil of the final state was
accounted for by taking for the photon momentum k = (M? - M 2 )/2M,•, where
Mt s f ) denotes the mass of the initial (final) state, and in a discussion of the results
I will restrict myself to the transitions in Table 5.1.
The widths for the transitions ' -4 17,' + y, Xé -+ J/z/,' + ry, T' - x + 'y, and
T" - x" + -y appear to agree with experiment, whereas those for the transitions
J/z(i -+ qc+y and 0' -+ YJ +y are approximately a factor two too large. A discussion
of these results is postponed until the next section.
5.2 Analysis of the results
In order to gain more insight in the results of the full model, the expressions for the
decay widths are analyzed and some common approximations are made. This anal-
ysis may be useftil to compare our results with those of other authors in Section 5.3.
Most phenomenological quark roodels are one-channel models that do not take
into account the effects of strong decay. Therefore, let us calculate the radiative
widths in one-channel approximation. The only thing one has to do is to substi-
tute all wave functions for the meson-meson channels by zero. Hence  ) = 1 iJ'Qq)
(remember that one must set (tqq 1 iqq) = 1). The results are in the first col-
umn of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and in Table 5.3 the reduction on the widths due to
coupled-channel effects is tabulated. We find that our coupled-channel reductions
are somewhat larger than those of Eichten et al. [Eic80], which are often quoted
when an estimation of the coupled-channel effects on electromagnetic transitions
is given. Note that for bottomonium (and for some reactions in charmonium) the
one-channel results are closer to experiment than the full model results. This phe-
nomenon expresses the fact that the full model results are too low rather than that
there is no need for meson-meson contributions to the radiative widths.
For an explanation of the differences in column a of Table 5.3, one must keep
in mind that in our multi-channel model the contributions of the meson-meson
channels are not the same for all particles (this depends on the number of decay
channels and the positions of the thresholds). Remembering that the one-channel
results were obtained by neglecting the contributions of the meson-meson channels
and renormalizing the qq-wave function, one sees that by combining Table 5.4 and
the second column of Table 5.1, the results of column a of Table 5.3 are easily
explained (qualitatively). Note that in calculating the radiative widths from the
meson-meson channels only (Table 5.1, second column), the sum of the meson-meson
wave functions are renormalized to unity: EM (WMM 1 'Mr^r) = 1.
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width (ke V)
transition 1 channela MMb 1.w.a.` full model experiment
J/0 -4 m^y 2.51 2.1.10-3 1.68 1.67 0.86 f 0.23
1.24 1.4. 10-4 1.02 1.01 0.43 - 2.8
X°y 52.9 13.9 45.5 31.7 22.6 ± 4.4
-+ XC'y 58.7 7.37 56.2 49.8 21.1 + 4.2
-^ X,Cy 49.7 3.09 38.8 38.5 19.0 ± 3.9
X° -+ J/Oy 118 62.0 91.6 51.7 95 ± 46
Xcl - J/»y 232 118 356 210 < 355
Xc, -+ J/by 380 1 5 2 333 228 351 +
T' -> Xby 1.64 0.93 1.69 1.59 1.89 f 0.59
T' -> Xby 2.66 1.44 2.22 2.14 2.95 ± 0.72
T' --> X 2 y 2.73 1.34 2.64 2.64 2.90 ± 0.71
Xb -> Ty 19.8 38.2 25.9 20.9
Xb -> Ty 25.4 50.3 19.8 15.8
Xb --* Ty 31.7 63.7 36.6 33.2
T
"
 
-i X6'y 1.69 0.31 1.67 1.59 1.25 + 0.46
T" -> Xb'y 3.02 0.52 2.67 2.59 3.12 ± 1.06
T" --> X 6'y 3.30 0.51 3.11 3.10 3.38 f 1.10
Xá -* T'y 6.70 2.17 6.62 5.45
Xá' -' T'y 8.63 2.80 9.75 8.14
X6' --+ T'y 10.2 3.50 10.0 8.53
radiative widths from quark anti-quark channel only
b radiative widths from meson-meson channels only
long-wavelength approximation (see Appendix C)
Table 5.1: Radiative widths for "numerically stable" transitions in charmonium and
bottomonium.
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width (ke V)
transition 1 ch. n MM6 l.w. a.` full cancel. d experiment
-+ r^ry 1.85 0.038 0.002 1.41 79 0.68 f 0.19
-> J/Oy 0.53 0.080 0.006 0.43 90
T" -> Xbry 4.14 30.7 4.10 2.59 52
T" -> Xbry 11.6 79.5 17.5 14.1 34 0.041 ± 0.029 e
T" - Xby 19.7 122 16.5 13.2 50 0.064 ± 0.045
Xb' -> Ty 17.9 215 26.5 26.2 16
Xb' -> Try 21.5 264 6.72 8.37 28
- Try 28.0 343 30.9 39.3 16
° radiative widths from quark anti-quark channel only
b radiative widths from meson-meson channels only
long-wavelength approximation (see Appendix C)
d cancellation of the overlap integral: (1 - max(I
+ I)) x 100%, where It is the
positive/negative contribution to the total integral I = I+ - I_
e data from Kwong & Rosner [Kwo88]
Table 5.2: Radiative widths for "numerically unstable" transitions in charmonium
and bottomonium.
We may conclude that the unitarization effects on the radiative widths are some-
what less for bottomonium than for charmonium. If one wants to study these effects
in detail (e.g. differences for J = 0, 1, 2 transitions), one has to know the details of
the multi-channel model. Nevertheless, these effects prove to be important.
Besides the fact that most models that try to describe the properties of (heavy)
quarkonium are one-channel models, there is another feature shared by almost all
models: electromagnetic transitions are calculated in the so called long-wavelength
approximation (sometimes called dipole approximation). This approximation is said
to be valid when the size of the bound state emitting the photon is small compared
to the wavelength of the photon: kR K 1 (where k is the photon momentum and
R the size of the bound state; see also Appendix C). If the size of the charmonium
and bottomonium ground states is calculated via R = (r z ), one finds R31 ,1, ^
0.4 fm and Ry 0.2 fin. The photon energy varies from 0.1-0.4 GeV for the
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transitions we consider, so IER varies from 0.2-0.8 and 0.1-0.4 for charmonium and
bottomonium respectively. By comparing the full model results with those from
the long-wavelength approximation one is able to test how good this assumption is.
Corrections to the long-wavelength approximation are called finite size or retardation
effects. These corrections are expected to be smaller for bottomonium than for
charmonium. One may also expect to see this effect clearly in transitions involving
triplet-P states, because of the differente in photon energy for different values of J.
In our case the long-wavelength approximation means that we take only terms up to
order kr in the expressions for the dipole operators (Appendix C). The results are
in the third column of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and the relative size of this approximation
is tabulated in Table 5.3.
It is clear that the long-wavelength approximation is very good for the Ml-
transitions in charmonium for non-orthonormal states. For orthogonal states
(n 3 S1 H m'So, n m transitions) this approximation leads to vanishing matrix el-
ements in the one-channel case. This means that the meson-meson channels supply
for most of the total width in these cases. As expected, the finite-size corrections
prove to be larger for charmonium than for bottomonium and the dependence of
these corrections on the photon energy is evident from the El-transitions: the larger
the momentum, the larger the correction. Remarkable is the fact that I find rather
large finite-size effects. Novikov et al. [Nov78] and McClary and Byers [McC83] claim
that these effects are about 3% for charmonium and even less for bottomonium. To
explain this discrepancy, let us look at the expressions for the dipole operators in
more detail. Expanding the Bessel functions, one finds for these operators up to
third order in kr
E ( ' ) ^_ 2kr (1 — (
20 '  (k6 )2 m a = EA1 + EB
)
	(5.1)
E^ 2 	3kr 1 — (kr)
z
 
\
0
(5.2)3 2
(where g = 2 was assumed). Assuming kr to be of the order of one, we introduce
an error of 5% by neglecting the second part of EÁ ). This is the analogue of the the
approximation made by the above mentioned authors. But the other terms (EB')
and E (2 ^) cannot be neglected! In our case k/m ranges from 0.1-0.3 for charmonium
and so does E (2) /E». EB' ) gives a smaller contribution because 1/6m
 0.1 for
charmonium.
Thus I come to the conclusion that the long-wavelength approximation is not a
good approximation for El-transitions in charmonium and a little bit less worse for
bottomonium.
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5.3 Comparison with other models
Starting with the magnetic dipole transitions in charmonium, I found that only
very few authors give any results for these rates. Indeed, almost all models are
unable to calculate the widths for the hindered transitions (because of the dipole
approximation), while for the allowed transition J/?,b —•1 17c + y the predictions are a
factor of two too large compared with experiment (see Ref. [Kon86, God85]. Because
of the large experimentally allowed range for the transition rate of b' --> ij, + -y, no
conclusions can be drawn from this reaction. While relativistic corrections will have
a large influence on the hindered transition rate, because of the position of the
node(s) in the wave function, they will probably not alter the results for the allowed
M1-transitions significantly. Coupled-channel effects will also be of importance as we
have seen in the previous section. The only way one is able to obtain smaller widths
for the allowed transitions is by assuming a large anomalous magnetic moment for
the charmed quark. However, this does not seem to be reasonable. We will have to
wait for the discovery of the bb pseudoscalars and their electromagnetic transitions
to enliven this sector.
From Table 5.5 can be seen that the non-relativistic models (a, b, e, and our
model) give transition rates for z/i' —> x, + y that are approximately a factor two
too large compared to experiment. The model of McClary and Byer with relativis-
tic corrections gives better results and the results of the relativized quark model
of Godfrey and Isgur agrees very well with experiment. This is an indication that
relativistic corrections have a fairly large influence on the wave functions in char-
monium. Note that in most models the width for 0' —> X° + ry differs most from
the experimental value, but in our model, however, it is closest of the triplet states.
This is due to the fact that the coupled-channel reduction is largest for transitions
involving scalars.
Looking at the transition X j ---, J/O + -y one observes that the coupled-channel
models (Eichten's and ours) and those with relativistic corrections (McClary's and
Godfrey and Isgurs') yield the right widths.
Let us look at Table 5.6 for the electric transitions in bottomonium. The theoret-
ical values are approximately the same for all models and agree well with experiment,
except those of Godfrey and Isgur, which are too small. Our results are closest to
experiment and I presume that this is due to the influence of the coupled channels.
Moreover, our results include finite-size corrections, but it is clear that this effect
is far less important than in the case of charmonium. There is a difference for the
transition XJ(') --4 T ( ' ) + y, where our results are smaller than those of the other
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models. Unfortunately, no experimental results exist yet for these transitions.
What can be concluded from this comparison between the various models? For
charmonium there is certainly need for relativistic corrections to the wave func-
tions in order to bring theory and experiment in agreement as far as the radiative
transitions are concerned. For bottomonium this is not the case: relativistic cor-
rections are very small. Moreover, the finite-size corrections are smaller, so here
the dipole approximation is justified, as opposed to charmonium. Coupled-channel
effects change the theoretical predictions in the right direction both for charmonium
and bottomonium.
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transition ccr' fscb
cc: J/ —* ij,y 33 1
19
' x°y 40 30
b' * Xc,y 15 11
' —> Xc,y 23 1
y° —+ J/I y 56 44
—+ JIIr 9 41
ye --* J/zby 40 32
bb: T'—*Xby 3 6
Ti
iby 20 4
Ti
Xn
y 3 0
Y6 —^ Ty —6 19
Ib —> Ty 38 20
Xb-
4 Ty —5 9
T" — 'y 6 5
T" —* xb'y 14 3
T" — 'y )(6 6 0
)(6' ^T'y 19 18
6 17
Xá' --> T'y 16 15
a coupled-channel reduction: ^1 — f
1
 lchannel) x 100%
b finit.e-size corrections: ( 1 — ful' `maodel '\ x 100%
Table 5.3: Analysis of the radiative widths in Table 5.1.
90 Results
part of wave function part of wave function
particle in qq-channel (%) particle in qq-channel (%)
J/l, q^ 90 T 93
0', Tw
, 95 T' T" 97
X 89 Xn'1'2 97,97,97
Xc 93 X6'''2' 97,97,98
Xc2 95
Table 5.4: Ratio of the quark anti-quark channel wave function and the total multi-
channel wave function.
width (he V)
transition Eichtena MRb MB ° G Id GRRe this work experiment
zG' —> X°y 43.2 (50.0) 37 19 19.6 62.0 31.7 (52.9) 22.6 f 4.4
—j Xèy 34.4 (45.3) 48 31 22.5 50.5 49.8 (58.7) 21.1 + 4.2
zl' — X2y 23.7 (28.9) 41 27 19.6 32.0 38.5 (49.7) 19.0 ± 3.9
X° —> J/Oy 130 (141) 226 128 90 212.5 51.7 (118) 95 + 46
Xc —> J/,y 257 (289) 460 270 194 468.1 210 (232) < 355
X' - J/hy 350 ( 398) 609 347 250 652. 7 228 ( 380) 351±izs
° Eichten et al. [Eic80]
' Moxhay & Rosner [Mox83]
c McClary & Byers [McC83]
d Godfrey & Isgur [God85]
Gupta, Radford & Repko [Gup86]
The values in parentheses are the one-channel results for the multi-channel models.
Table 5.5: Comparison between the various models for charmonium.
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width (ke V)
transition MR° GIb GRR` KRd Fule this work experiment
T' -^ Xby 1.0 0.63 0.94 1.39 1.38 1.59 (1.64) 1.89 ± 0.59
T' -+ xby 2.1 1.44 1.59 2.18 2.17 2.14 (2.66) 2.95 ± 0.72
T'-Xby 2.2 1.60 1.71 2.14 2.13 2.64 (2.73) 2.90+0.71
Xb -^ Ty 31 25.6 33.3 26.1 30.8 20.9 (19.8)
Xb -> Ty 36 28.9 39.8 32.8 38.6 15.8 (25.4)
X6 - Ty 38 32.4 44.4 37.8 44.5 33.2 (31.7)
T" -> Xb'y 1.4 0.90 1.47 1.65 1.35 1.59 (1.69) 1.25 f 0.46
T" --> Xb'y 2.8 1.85 2.49 2.52 2.36 2.59 (3.02) 3.12 ± 1.06
T" -  vb'y 2.7 1.94 2.68 2.78 2.53 3.10 (3.30) 3.38 ± 1.10
X6' --* T'y 12 10.0 14.2 11.3 13.0 5.45 (6.70)
kb' --> T'y 14 21.1 18.8 15.9 17.0 8.14 (8.63
--> T'y 1 6 14.4 2 2. 2 1 8.7 20. 1 8.53 (10.2)
° Moxhay & Rosner [Mox83]
b Godfrey & Isgur [God85]
Gupta, Radford & Repko [Gup86]
d Kwong & Rosner [Kwo88]
e Fulcher [Fu189]
The valnes of our work are the multi-channel results with in parentheses the one-
channel results.
Table 5.6: Comparison between the various models for bottomonium.
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Figure 5.1: Integrands of matrix elements of radiative transitions in charmonium.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This final chapter states some conclusions that can be drawn from the work presented
in the previous chapters. Furthermore, some thoughts concerning the future of the
Unitarized Meson model are ventilated.
6.1 Findings
This section has two main parts: one deals with the spectra of charmonium and
bottomonium and the information that can be extracted thereof. The other part
deals with properties of quarkonium related to the wave function, such as leptonic
and radiative widths.
The large number of potential models currently available to describe the char-
monium and bottomonium spectra indicates that fitting a potential to the spectra is
not very hard, provided one is satisfied with an accuracy of approximately 20 MeV,
say. This holds for our model too as can be seen from Table 3.6. Note that the re-
sults for bottomonium are somewhat better than those for charmonium, especially
for the P states. This is what was to be expected since our model is non-relativistic
and relativistic corrections are more important in charmonium than in bottomo-
nium. An important remark at. this point is that—apart from the mass dependence
of the harmonic-oscillator potential and the different values for the running coupling
constant—our model describes both spectra' with one set of parameters. Most sim-
ple potential models are unable to do a fit with only one set and thereby in fact
introduce a flavour-dependent potential, a feature for which our model is often crit-
icized. Besides, the question is what such a fit is worth in case of a single-channel
' And even the spectra of the low lying mesons (refer to [Bev86a]).
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model, because the coupling of the quark-antiquark channel to two-meson decay
channels causes an appreciable shift in the mass of the qq bound state.
The reason why so many models give comparable results for the heavy quarkonia
is the fact that their potentials are nearly the same in the region where these states
reside (see also Fig. 1.6). And this phenomenon, in turn, is caused by the freedom one
has to choose the parameters of the model (varying from one to about a dozen). The
effects of all kinds of physical processes can be simulated by adjusting the parameters
of the effective potential and by using the specific properties of the Schródinger
formalism (e.g. refer to Section 1.5.4 where was shown that the omission of a
Coulomb term in the potential simulates a relativistic treatment for light quarks).
One of the effects that seems to be compensated by a specific choice of the
parameters is the influence of hadronic decay. Although the mass shifts due to this
unitarization effect are not the same for different particles—and much larger (up
to several hundred MeV) than the accuracy of most models (about 20 MeV)—it
proves to be possible to obtain a good fit to the data for a single-channel model.
Apparently, the quarkonia spectra do not put enough constraints on the potential
in order to determine it in a unique way, or to even give some indications about
which ingredients are necessary and which are not. Therefore, a X 2-fit for various
single-channel potentials as was done in [Lic9O] yields no relevant information.
How about the leptonic and radiative widths? Do these quantities put further
constraints on the potential? The leptonic widths probe the wave function at the
origin, whereas the radiative widths yield information on the full wave function. As
far as the former are concerned, the incorporation of a colour-Coulomb interaction
must have an important effect, both on the absolute value as on the ratio of the
widths. In Table 6.1 the results without ([Rup82]) and with ([Met90], Chapter 3)
a Coulomb term are given for the Unitarized Meson model. This table shows us
that on one hand the absolute values of the widths have improved, but on the other
hand the ratios have become worse. This is a consequente of the introduction of a
Coulomb term in our model. Perhaps a new fit will improve this result somewhat,
but I think we will have to live with it.
The leptonic widths are very sensitive to the precise form of the wave function.
For example, a small change in the position of a node in the wave function may cause
a large change of the overlap integral involving this wave function and hence in the
leptonic width. Apart from the conclusion that the long-wavelength approximation
is not a good approximation in the case of charmonium, it was shown in Chapter 5
that relativistic corrections are important in charmonium: only (pseudo) relativistic
models are able to describe t.he El transitions in charmonium in agreement with
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P (keV) Rup82 Met90 experiment
J/0 1.83 5.45 4.72 ± 0.35
0.88 3.35 2.15 ± 0.21
r(2S)/P(1S) 0.48 0.61 0.46 ± 0.06
T 0.28 1.62 1.34 f 0.05
T' 0.16 1.14 0.60 ± 0.04
P(2S)/P(1S) 0.57 0.70 0.45 f 0.03
Table 6.1: Leptonic widths in the Unitarized Meson model.
experiment. Other models are about a factor two higher than experiment. These
relativistic corrections prove to be less important for bottomonium. Also, finite-size
corrections are smaller as well as the influence of hadronic decay. Nevertheless, the
fact that our model gives the best results for the experimentally known transitions
in bottomonium is an indication for the correctness of our approach.
In my opinion most potential models give too much attention to the spectra of
quarkonium, hoping to justify their specific choice of the potential. The calculation
of radiative and leptonic widths provides another handle to confront these models
with the—unfortunately sparse—data in order to learn more about the interquark
interaction. To this end, also, new experimental data are urgent.ly needed.
6.2 Future of the Unitarized Meson model
Now a colour-Coulomb interaction has been incorporated into the Unitarized Meson
model and radiative transitions in heavy quarkonium have been calculated, the
question arises in what direction future research should go. The most obvious way to
proceed is to perform a new fit for both the light and heavy quark sector. (Remeinber
that our model is already able to describe the light mesons [Bev86a]. It will be
interesting, though, to see what influences the Coulomb term has on the old results;
because the Coulomb interaction is strongly screened in our model and because light
mesons lie farther away from the origin, the influence is expected to be smaller than
for the heavy quarkonium states.) Perhaps a new set of parameters will iinprove the
(ratio of) the leptonic widths. Also, the radiative transitions could be calculated for
the light quark sector, where more experimental data are available.
When our model gives a satisfactory description of the light mesons, a connection
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to popular subjects in this field could be made, such as gqqq-states, or Kk molecules
[Wei90].
In the—probably not so near—future our model could be applied to toponium,
unless weak decay of the top quark (t —> bW) proceeds too fast to detect tt bound
states. LEP will presumably be unable to find the top quark, but maybe LEP200
or the SSC (about to be built now) will.
Another obvious extension of our model is the inclusion of D states and the
mixing of S and D states. Interesting will be the radiative transitions involving
D states; these may be calculated using the formalism (and formulas) given in
Chapter 4. These D-wave levels have not yet been discovered in bottomonium, but
might be seen in near future experiments.
Quite a different line along which future research could proceed is to concentrate
on the improvement of the model itself. Essential is our choice for the transition po-
tential. A thorough investigation of the quark-pair-creation mechanism (with direct
links to QCD calculations) might yield a better expression. Also, the phenomeno-
logical suppression of high thresholds might be substituted by a more fundamental
mechanism.
As we saw in Chapter 5 there is a need for relativistic corrections in charmonium.
This can be an interesting subject too.
Another possibility is to extend the formalism developed for the electromagnetic
interactions. The addition of off-diagonal terms in the interaction Hamiltonian will
enable us to describe processes like M'M* --> M'Aly.
One of the problems one will encounter when one wants to improve essential fea-
tures of the model (like the transition potential), is the complexity of the computer
program. Moreover, the experts that know the ins and outs of the program have
left the department and are difficult to reach and/or have lost their interest. So the
computer program may be regarded as a black box and the number of changes that
is easy to perform is very limited—probably only the D states and the extension for
the radiative transitions. Major changes will require the program to be rewritten
and this is—to my mind—too much for one person to do in the time available for
PhD research. So I advise that a future research program will be very carefully
thought over.
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Appendix A
The vector potential
The vector potential in quantized form reads (see for example [Sak67], page 29)
dak 1
A(x) = 47nccr f (d k 2E (
e :h. zEAa'(k) + h.c.) ( A.1)
a
(where E = hw = hck) with ea a polarization vector describing a certain helicity
state and the operator a l\ satisfying
[aA(k),aA't(k')] = (27r) 3 2Eb (3) (k - k ') baa „ . (A.2)
Using the Bauer expansion we rewrite equation (A.1)
A(r
'
t) 
= 
4^
 
hc f di ^ &r4, (^t(kr)Y„^(T )e-^ 'cAai (k) + h.c.) , ( A.3)a,I, m
where we defined the angle-independent operator ai (k) by
a; ( h ) = 1 1 d9 k aA ( k ) ( A.4)27r 2hc
satisfying
a- (k), al t(k')] = 27rb(k — k')bj i ,ómm ,óaa, . ( A.5)
Transform the (1, m) ®(1,.\) basis into a ( L, 1, J, M) basis using the vector spherical
harmonies:
Y(T)Eaal (k ) — YLM(r)aLM(k) , ( A.6)
a,I,m J,L,M
where for the aLM (k) operators an analogue of equation (A.5) holds. Because we
want our vector potential to satisfy V • A = 0, we make another transformation
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with only the transverse combinations of the in Section 4.2 defined f's:
2 ^lÍ^
.r ) Y LM1 r )a LM(^) ^, fÍ^1M( r ) aLM( k ) , ( A.7)
J,L,M L,M,i
with i E {e, m} and the multipole operators a 1 (k) satisfying
[aLiM(^.), aL M (%')1 = 2in5(k — k ')5LL'bMM'bii' - ( A.8)
Finally we arrive at the desired expression for the vector potential
A ( r , t ) = 4^hc
// dk. j (ƒ (i) r)a(')(k)e-iwe + h.c.) . ( A.9)
m i " 27r 2^L(^J
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Appendix B
The calculation of the matrix
elements
Let us look at the form of the operators H) (i E {e, m,}, j E {o, s}). Essentially
they can be written as
Ho,1m [ + Ti9(ri) Y±m() • V ( B.1)
i
Hoi„ — h(r)LY t m (T) • V ( B.2)
HL — (p ( r ) Sj + q ( r ) S2) • LY'm( T ) ( B.3)
H
	
	 `.. [I:qiVif(ri)+rig(ri)] ' SiY'm(T)
	 ( B.4)
i
In the evaluation of (B.1), we use a consequence of the gauge invariance of the
Hamiltonian [Sac51]: if t.he vector potential is a function of the gradient of an
arbitrary scalar function S(r), so
Hint = Hint(^av VS ) , ( B.5)
where cpa denotes the set of internal variables of Hint , and if we define
A c r gi S ( r i) , ( B.6)
i
then the Hamiltonian is gauge invariant if
Hint(^pA, VS ) = e°Hinr(^P.X)e-° . ( B.7)
Assuming that we can expand the left-hand side in a power series of the coupling
constant, and expanding the right-hand side in terras of commutators of A with Ho,
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we see that the term linear in the vector potential equals
Hint(^Pa, V S) = [A, Ho] . ( B.8)
This means that the matrix element of an interaction Hamiltonian
1Hint = -1p • giVS(r)
mc i
becomes
(.f I Hin.tl i ) = 1w (ƒ A lI i ) , (B.9)
where hw = Ei — E1.
The same result can be derived following a different approach, viz. via the
Schrddinger equation [Bri62]:
[
z l
-- V 2 + Hi,at — Ei
1 l
i ) = 0 (B.10)
with
4Hint=-2^c(p•VS+VS•p)
(In our case Hint = — µ^ ( V S • p + A' • p), because [p, A] = 0.)
The matrix element becomes
(f l Hintl i ) = iqh {(f IVS• Vi i) +(f I V • VSI i)}
iqh
= 2µi {(f IvS•vIi)-(iIVS•vl f)'}
iqh
_ {—(f ISV Z i) + (i SV2 f).1
= Zµ ( Ei —Ef ) a(fISJi)
_ 
ighw(f ISl i)
= hw(f JAI i) • ( B.11)
Relation (B.9) is known as Siegert's theorem [Sie37], which states that the electric
multipole emission operator is hwA, independent of the nature of the interaction.
This theorem is valid only in the long-wavelength approximation (see Appendix C),
because then the expression for the vector potential (see equation (4.39)),
A=VS+A'
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reduces to A = VS. In our case we will use this Siegert's theorem, but we will also
account for the contribution due to A' and thus end up with a different expression
for the electric multipole operator. For a discussion on Siegert's theorem see the
clarifying paper of Mosconi and Ricci [Mos87].
Our expression for (B.1) has changed into
Hiel —AY'm(r)+g(r)Y± m.(T)r-V . (B.12)
The calculation of the matrix element is now straightforward. We will need the
reduced matrix element (L' Y' L), which is listed at the end of this Appendix.
For the calculation of the matrix elements of H (' l and H,, we will use the
following formula (this formula and others can be found in Ref. [Bri62]):
Lµ Y' m() = l(l + 1)C_;^ N +N Y' m+µ (T) . (B.13)
So we end up with an expression for the matrix element of a tensor composed of
two irreducible tensors. If
Tg- C q1 q2 q Tq'Tq 2 ' (B.14)
91,92
where Tq', Tq2 are irreducible tensors of rank k l , k2 respectively, with respect to L
or S, then
(J'L'S'M'ITQ"I JLSM) = 1 C' ' , (J'L'S'II TA- II JLS) (B.15)2 J'+1 M q M
according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The so called reduced matrix element can
be evaluated as follows
(J'L'S'IITq (IJLS) =
L k, L'
(2J + 1)(2k: + 1)(2J' + 1) S k2 S' (L'IITA ' II L)(STk2 M S) (B.16)
J k J'
if T9', T92 is irreducible with respect to L and S respectively. We will need this
expression for (Tk' --> Y l , T'`2 —' Si).
(J'L'S'IITq II JLS) r(-1)s+L' fiss l(2J + 1)(2k + 1)(2J' + 1)
L„ V
[ J J' S ^, k2 L"] (
L
'II Tk1 II
L„ )(L„
II T`2 II L ) (B.17)
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if Tq' and Tq 2 are both irreducible with respect to L. We will need this expression
for Hoi; (T'' 
—+ Y ' , 
T'2 V). Here
a b c
d e f
g h i
denotes the Wigner 9 — J symbol and
a b e
d c f
the Wigner 6 — J symbol.
For the calculation of H8 i , we will need the following formula
COµ (1 + r a_) ji( kr )Y . ( T ) =
(hlj,+i(h.r) — k.zrji( kr )) C -gym 1
 -m++ 2l + 3Y'm+µ(r)
(k(l + 1)j1
-
1 ( kr ) — kz rjj ( kr)) C_m µ 
-
m +N Y.,^+N(r) . ( B.18)2l — 1
Now we can apply formula (B.16) again.
The reduced matrix elements that we need are listed below.
(2L + 1)(21 + 1)(2L' + 1) L 1 L'(L'IIY^IIL) = ( 1)L 4zr (0 0 0 (B.19)
(L' II V II L ) = bL , ,L+i L+ 1 I — T I — 8L',L-1 (ar + L + 
l ) (B.2 0)
( S' II S^II S ) = y (2S + 1)(2S'
\+ 1 )( - 1 )/s1+s2+ ' ( Sili SiII SSi) /
s S 1 S']
( - 1 ) Sl S2 SI J ( i = 1)
( B.21)
s S 1 S']
( - 1 ) S2 
Si 
S2 J ( i = 2)
( Sifi Sill s=) = S;(S= + 1)(2S i + 1) (i = 1, 2) . (B.22)
Here ( 7i ?z 73 = ( -1 )i l i2+ml( 2j3 + 1)
-1 /
2
C", ms ' 3 	is the
`m l 771. 2 — 771 3 J
Wigner 3 — J symbol.
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Appendix C
The multi-channel transition
coefficients and operators
In this section we will give expressions for the coefficients which follow from the eval-
uation of the various 3-J, 6-J, and 9-J symbols in the formulas for the decay widths
(equations (4.54) and (4.58)). Furthermore will we define r-dependent operators
which are going to be sandwiched between the wave functions and then integrated.
Let's start with the electric-dipole matrix elements. It proves to be convenient
to define the diagonal 9x9-matrices E 1 (r) and E (2) (r) by
Eed = Eó^ , (Cl).
where
E
^
1 
_z
2«1+r0)7i(ákr)+ zm^2^i( 2kr)r8r)9 , i =1
2 ((1+rá)j1 (2kr)+ z„ ^ `;^2.7i( 1 kr)rá , =2
(1+r r^ ) (1(µ ,T) + j l(µmMr^ kr) ) +
fiW µM • M ( •M kr) +'"'I ( NM`M ) 1 831 7 M . mMc2 JI MM r /I r iTM• 2 = 3
2 ((1 + rár
 )j1(2 %r ) + 2mM.c231(2kr)r
/
ar , i = 4,5
2 ( ( 1 + r ar)j 1 (z kr ) + 2fllMC23l(l kr ) r ár) , i =6
( l+r- .ii(
µM;M.
kr)+j1( Im-"'- kr)l +m
M, mM,
( fi M
^ (
µ
m°M ^ r) + 
—
M
—
j 1, µ MD ^
.
r)) r-m
M ^
1 
M;  mm.
i = 7
2 ((1 +rer )ji(2^,r) + 2 M j i(2 kr ) r Or ) , i = 8,9
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( C.2)
and
2g, rl 2 j1(Z kr ) , i =1
0 , i =2
qm . 	2 j 1( kr) , i =3
Ei2) 	=
hw 1
29M' z j l( kr) , i =4,5
0 , i =6
9M; mM7 C2.i11 MM. ^r) , i =7
29M; _ - 2j1(Z kr ) i =8,9
( C.3)
In equation (C.2) we wrote (1+rer )j 1 (,C3kr) as a shorthand notation for,(3krjo(/3kr)-
j1(dkr).
Next we define the coefficient matrices P ( ' ) and PJ2) • Remember that the channels
with a Al or 111* meson get an extra factor 2, unlike the channels with a Al, or
11I, meson. As the quantum numbers L and S are the same for the strange and
non-strange channels, it is clear that their coefficients are equal too (apart from the
already mentioned factor 2 ). So we can write
P(i) _
P(99)J
1P(`)2 (MM)J
1 P(t)( MM)J
1 P(i)
2 ( M M ) J
P(i)( MM)J
P(i)( MÏf)J
P(i)lh1'M')J
(C.4)
with the elements on the diagonal square matrices, with numerical values
(1)
P(q )O =
(2) _
Q , P(q )0 - -Q
(q9 )1 —q ' P(g4) 1 2q
P((aq)2 = 9 , P(a9)2 = zq
P (1) =( M'M)O 0 P
(l)
=
' (nl'M)o
(1)
--1P(M'Nr)1- -  , p(l) --1
P (1)( M ' A1 ) 2 0 P
(2)
=
' ( MM)2 0
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P
(1)
_
— 
, ^ (2) _( MM)0 ` " , P(MM)0
P (1) = 0, P (2) = 0( MM)1 ( MM)1
P (1) = 0 , P (2) = 0( MM)2 ( MM)2
^P((M,M,)Oj _ 
— v' 1h1 1,(m ( C.5), M)0 _ 
P(1) = 0 P (2) = 0( M'b9)1 °
 (M'M')1r
P(M, M , )2 j i^=-5 15ba l b^2 i 1 ((
M'JGr)2]ri^
-
10 
15b;1b^2
The charge of the quark is denoted by q. Note that the entries in Table 4.2 indicated
by an x, i.e. empty channels, can be found back in the coefficients above: if a qq
state cannot decay into a certain meson channel, the transition coefficients are zero.
The magnetic-dipole transition coefficients and operators follow in a similar way.
Define
M^ti) = M bij , ( C.6)
where for n = 1, 2
^7
(n) 
_
hw 1
299mye2j2ón 2 ( kT) , i =1
0 , i =2
hw I= M'M
9M' .mM . CZ,^2ón 2 ( MM» ^'
r ) ) i _=3
hw 129M' mM . cz ^2ónzÍ2kr) i =4,5
0 , i =6
hw kMë ns,9M; MM ,cz32ónz( MM- lï-r) , i =7
fiw 129M; MM- cz
 
7zan2Í 2 ' r) i =8,9
( C.7)
The index 2bi2 indicates an index 0 for n = 1 and 2 for n = 2. The coefficient
matrices Q ( Z) have the same form as the P (z) matrices:
Q (i) _
( i)
Q(q9) 1 (i)
2Q(Mn^> 0
1 (i)
2 Q(M'M)
?Q 1	(C.8)
0 (t)Q ( MM)
Q (t)( M'M)
Q(t)
( M^n^^)
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with the following numerical values
(" 
—_
(1)
 
=0 Q (1 )Q —_ 2 - 	(l) 3 3 1^Q 149) ^ i^ e (MM)— r (M M) 3 v v ' Q(M'M')
_
— 0 0
^ ^ \ (C.9)
l 2 ) (2)
_O /^ ( 2 ) 1 , ^ /^ ( 2 ) _ 3 3 1^Q194)_
O
 
QIMM)— e ^w(M^M)=-3 " , `=(M'^7•)
0
The same remarks hold for the Q matrices as did for the P matrices.
Finally it is noted that the wave function u(r) can be written in this formalism
as
u(9)(r)
u(Mlll)(r)
u(M•nr)(r)
u ( r ) = u-( M•N.)z(r) ( C.10)
n(Al.M.)(r)
u ( M;SI )(r)
u I M; M. )^ (r)
U(M;M;)2(r)
The long-wavelength approximation
Usually, when dealing with electromagnetic transitions, it is assumed that that the
size of the bound state emitting the photon is small compared to the wavelength
of the photon. Then the following assumption is valid: instead of expanding the
exponent in A — ee'k.r according to the Bauer formula (see Appendix A), the
exponent is replaced by unity. This approximation is called the long-wavelength
approximation (often denoted by kr <G 1). Corrections to this approximation are
called finite-size or retardation effects.
In our derivation of the transition amplitudes the long-wavelength approximation
was not made. To understand the results of other authors on this subject, however,
we will calculate the widths in this approximation too. The following adjustments
have to be made:
• E(1) —+ 3kr (or —> 3/31 kr + 2 332 kr for channels 3 and 7)
• E( 2 )
— , 0
• --^ eW99 mycz
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• M{2i—,0.
This leads to the more familiar (one-channel) expressions (see Ref. [Nov78]):
r( e)(n 3 S1 
—^ +m
3Pj 	y) = (2J + 1)ahcg2 k3 (r) 2 ( C.11)27
r íe) (17.3P^ —> m3 S1 +7) = 4ahcg2 k3 (r) 2 ( C.12)
rn 1 So + 7) (^Cgq
 12
=
4
abc I
 q
2 k3 b. ( C.13)
9
r
(m) (n l So 1n3S1 + y)
2
= 4ahc (hcg2
/
g24.3 bnm
mqc
( C.14)
The b„m factor appears if we assume that the triplet and singlet wave functions are
orthonormal, i.e. the hyperfine interaction does not affect the wave functions (as is
the case in our model, where we calculate these effects in perturbation theory).
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Samenvatting
Stralingsovergangen in quarkonium
Dit. proefschrift heeft als onderwerp stralingsovergangen in quarkonium, in het bij-
zonder die in charmonium en bottomonium. De eigenschappen van deze twee fa-
milies van mesonen worden uitgerekend in het geunitariseerde mesonmodel, dat de
afgelopen tien jaar in Nijmegen is ontwikkeld. Dit model is een zogenaamd meer-
kanaalspotentiaalmodel. Wat potentiaalmodellen zijn en wat hun betekenis is in de
hoge-energiefysika wordt besproken in Hoofdstuk 1. Daar wordt ook kort aandacht
besteed aan andere modellen (de "echte" theorie quantumchromodynamika en de
benadering daarvan op een rooster). Het blijkt dat potentiaalmodellen de grootste
beschrijvende en voorspellende kracht hebben als het gaat om eigenschapppen als
massa, leptonische vervalbreedte en stralingsovergangen van quarkonium.
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een vereenvoudigd "speehnodel" besproken, dat alle es-
sentiële ingrediënten van het volledige model bevat en daarnaast een aantal bena-
deringen, waardoor alles volledig analytisch is uit te rekenen—dit is in het volledige
model niet mogelijk: daar moet er een komputer aan te pas komen. Een korte
beschrijving van het volledige model wordt. aan het eind van het hoofdstuk gegeven.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt hét model uitgebreid om naast de S-toestanden ook de P-
toestanden van charmonium en bottomonium te kunnen beschrijven, essentiëel om
straks stralingsovergangen te kunnen uitrekenen. Dit hoofdstuk is (met een enkele
kleine wijziging) als THEF-NYM Rapport no. 90.12 geschreven met Kees Metzger,
Eef van Beveren en Kees Dullemond en wordt als zodanig gepubliceerd.
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de theorie van de stralingsovergangen, eerst voor een
éénkanaalsmodel en daarna voor het geunitariseerde Nijmegenmodel, dat meerdere
kanalen bevat.
In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de resulaten van het gereken in het vorige hoofdstuk ge-
presenteerd en daarna vergeleken met de experimentele waarden en met de resultaten
van konkurrerende modellen. Ook wordt een uitgebreide analyse gemaakt van de
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resultaten: welke effekten spelen een rol en hoe belangrijk zijn ze. Hieruit blijkt dat
een veelgemaakte benadering (de zogenaamde lange-golflengtebenadering) helemaal
niet zo'n goede benadering is als vaak wordt beweerd, zeker niet voor charmonium.
Ook blijkt dat de invloed van de aangehechte kanalen niet te verwaarlozen is en dat
de aanhechting van deze kanalen de resultaten verbetert. Na de vergelijking met
andere modellen kan de konklusie getrokken worden, dat er voor de beschrijving
van stralingsovergangen in charmonium een relativistisch model nodig is, of op zijn
minst relativistische korrekties op de golffunkties nodig zijn. Voor bottomonium
blijkt dat niet zo nodig te zijn.
Tot slot worden in Hoofdstuk 6 bovenstaande resultaten en konklusies geformu-
leerd en worden ideeën gegeven voor de voortzetting van het onderzoek aan quar-
konium met het geunitariseerde mesonmodel.
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Stellingen
I.
Het doen van een X 2-fit aan charmonium en bottomonium voor éénkanaalspotentialen
levert geen relevante informatie op.
D.B. Lichtenberg et al. Zeit. Phys. C46, 75-85 (1990).
II.
De theoretische waarden voor stralingsovergangen van mesonen, waarvan de golf-
funktie meerdere knopen bevat, zijn dermate onnauwkeurig te berekenen in de
meeste potentiaalmodellen, dat de publikatie ervan zinloos is.
Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift.
III.
Voor vele modellen binnen de hoge-energiefysika geldt dat ze niet zozeer gevormd
worden door een stelsel veronderstellingen en vergelijkingen, maar veeleer door het
komputerprogramma waarin dat stelsel vertaald is.
IV.
In het licht van de vorige stelling kan beweerd worden, dat de uitbreiding van een
model onbetrouwbare resultaten kan opleveren, doordat de numerieke methoden in
het overeenkomstige komputerprogramma niet op zo'n uitbreiding berekend zijn.
V.
De grote verscheidenheid aan potentialen voor charmonium en bottomonium le-
vert slechts minieme verschillen op in eigenschappen als spektra en leptonische en
stralingsbreedtes. Hieruit volgt dat de vorm van de interaktie tussen (anti)quarks
vooralsnog niet uit potentiaalmodellen is af te leiden.
Dit betekent echter niet dat de QCD-"voorspelling" (Coulomb- plus lineaire poten-
tiaal) de enige juiste is.
VI.
Een opvallende, opzettelijke fout op een van de eerste pagina's van een proefschrift
vergemakkelijkt de verdediging van dat proefschrift.
VII.
Relativistics zijn niet lekker.
VIII.
Het doel van de hoge-energiefysika is: één formule op een T-shirt.
IX.
Het autogebruik moet worden teruggedrongen door
(a) het verbeteren van het openbaar vervoer, en
(b) door bij de aankoop van een auto te toetsen op—door de overheid vastgestelde—
normen betreffende de noodzaak van het gebruik van een auto.
Nijmegen, 25 januari 1991,
Ton Verschuren.
